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Abstract
Economics is a science of choice, of unlimited wants chasing scarce resources. In
choosing the resources, human-beings leave a mark on the environment - depleting it,
degrading it and, sometimes, destroying it. The destruction is manifest in the tropical

coastal waters where some of the world’s richest ecosystems, characterised by
extensive coral reefs and dense mangrove forests, exist. Large-scale destruction of

valuable resources can cause serious degradation of the environment, thus affecting
the economic life of coastal habitants. In economic terms then, is the ‘supply’ of

coastal resources infinitely elastic?

If not, what is the cost of achieving such

elasticity, of building it into our development plans?

What is the yardstick of

sustainability and how can it be used to reach a trade-off‘?

These are the issues that this study tackles with respect to coastal zone development.

The central idea is to juxtapose the net economic beneﬁts of coastal development

projects, namely development of port, coastal tourism and aquaculture, with the
environmental implications. The analysis is aimed at developing a method to attach
economic value to resources as inputs to economic development, and to the

environmental damage resulting from such development. The study goes beyond
normal quantiﬁable effects and utilises the input-ouetput analysis to account for the
total environmental effects of an economic development so that cost-benefit analysis

will not ignore the interdependent effects on the environment.

Finally, the study undertakes to convince the potential decision maker of the utility of

amalgamating the model for evaluation of environmental costs with environmentally
ethical decision making.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Critical Review of Sustainable Development Concept

Human beings are the only species in the world capable of a world view, capable of
seeing beyond personal circumstances and needs to the consequences of their actions.
The capacity is manifest in an increasing awareness of the environmental issues. As

more is learnt about physical and biological systems, humans are becoming more

sensitive to the impacts that their activities have on the environment. There is a

growing concern that the impacts are too great; that actions by the present population
is altering natural systems in perhaps irreversible ways.

One response to this

information is a shiﬁ in the world view from that of viewing humans as controlling

nature to including humans as part of nature' . There is increasingly a belief that
humans should act in ways that allow ecosystems to maintain themselves to be

sustainable.

The concept of ecosystem multiple use sustainability is considered one of the most
important concepts of this generation.

But the problem is not simply one of

preserving natural systems. Humans have developed complex cultural, institutional
and economic structures. There is as great a need for these social systems to be

viable as there is for biological systems to be healthy. Exclusive focus on either is

inappropriate and impossible. Most proponents of sustainability, therefore take the

'Si:')derbaum, Peter (1988), Sustainable Development —A Challenge to our World Views and Idea of
Economics.

concept to mean the existence of ecological conditions necessary to support human
life at a specified level of well being through future generations. But, ecological

sustainability is, of course, not independent of other (traditional) objectives of
development. Trade-offs may sometimes have to be made between the extent to, and
the rate at which, ecological sustainability is achieved vis-a-vis other objectives.

More is needed to be known about, for example, what mosaic of natural and
developed coasts best serves the long-terrn productivity.

In the future, natural

ecosystems like swamps may be used as buffer zones to protect sensitive aquatic
ecosystems. This has been proposed on the Swedish west coast to protect the ground
water aquifer and the coastal waters from agricultural runoffsz.

Furthermore, the image of sustainability is used as a key concept by the World
Commission on Environment and Development (Bruntland Report, 1987).

An

important and positive feature of the Bruntland Report is its repeated plea for holistic
‘thinking. It is argued, for instance, that

“... Intersectoral connections create patterns of economic and ecological
interdependence rarely reﬂected in the ways in which policy is made.

Sectoral organisations tend to pursue sectoral objectives and to treat their
impacts on other sectors as side effects, taken into account only if

compelled to do so...many of the environmentand development problems
that confront us have their roots in this sectoral fragmentation of
responsibility._ Sustainable development requires that such fragmentation
be overcome" (World Commission, 1987)}.

zlansson, Annmari (1988), The Ecological Economics of Sustainable Development - Environmental
Conservation Reconsidered.
’World Commission on Environment and Development (1987), Our Common Future.

The difficulty is that nowhere is the concept deﬁned in clear cut terms. There is a

vagueness with regard to the operational implications. The writers of the Report
seem totally convinced that knowledge from both, ecology and economics, has to be

combined to bring about a turn of the general trend of rapid economic growth and
accompanying environmental degradation. Thus, the need to integrate economic and

ecological consideration in decision making is repeated many times in the Report,
but how to accomplish this integration remains for the most part an unanswered

question.

It avoids the fundamental theoretical and practical problem of how to

evaluate environmental resources and services to society. What is involved and what

are the problems ?

The basic implicit connotation is that the need for sustainable development has as a

starting point the observation that the present development is not sustainable. And
something has to be done about it. Second, sustainability also opens the issue of the
' relationship between those features that have to be sustained and those which do not

need to be sustained. Not everything is necessary to be conserved. But what rules

should be adopted for the right choices?

Under which conditions is “sustained

performance” thought to hold?

Environmental issues can be described as inter-disciplinary and largely non-monetary
in nature. Impacts are oﬁen irreversible rather than reversible. Some ecosystems or
species are rare or unique and human values in relation to environmental issues will

typically differ.

Also, the assumption made by neo-classical economists about

human motives is another case in point. Humans are assumed to quantify proﬁts in

monetary tenns. What happens in non-monetary tenns will at best be considered as

constraints.

If one agrees with Keynes that economists are not the trustees of

civilisation, but the trustees of the possibilities of civilisation, then it is certainly
necessary to keep a very close eye on what the economists get up to. Probably this is

the reason for environmental issues to become meaningless when viewed through
neo-classical spectacles.

Then, does it mean that the concept of sustainable development is something that
cannot be deﬁned and is thus impractical? Does it mean that over the past few years,

sustainable development has emerged as the latest development catchphrase or that it
is to be embraced by development plarmers as a new paradigm of development; or,

has it become the watchword for international aid agencies? Does it mean that the

concept of sustainable development is in real danger of becoming a cliché like
“appropriate technology” - a fashionable phrase everyone pays homage to but
nobody cares to define!

Before making such hasty conclusions, it is meaningful to see the ﬂip side of the

coin, where it may not be required to try and-define sustainable development too
vigorously. To some extent, the value of the phrase does lie in its vagueness. It

allows people to search for common ground without appearing to compromise their
positions. There may be no need to search for a definition to which everybody can

agree, but rather to concentrate on areas of consensus which could provide an
effective sustainable development strategy. For, there is a type of dynamics involved

in sustainable development. Achieving sustainable development entails a continuous

process of decision-making.

Thus, there is never an end-state of sustainable

development, since the equilibrium between development and environmental

protection must constantly be readjusted.

It therefore becomes extremely important to specify the need and level of
sustainability only in the context being dealt with, rather than to look for a definition
in general terms. When one is talking of development in a coastal zone, one has to

quantify direct contributions to economic activities as environmental inputs on one
hand, and on the other to quantify the environmental outputs (degradation and

pollution) as a result of the economic activities. Only then is one in a position to

decide realistically the benefits to the society that may accrue from the economic

activities, as well as the sustainability of the development process.

This raises a number of questions concerning ecologically sustainable development
of coastal resources:

What are the indicators of coastal zone ecosystems that need to be considered and

why?
What are the factors necessary to maintain amenities in coastal areas on a

sustainable basis so that they can also be enjoyed by future generations?

How does one make a trade-off between environmental degradation and coastal

development?

1.2 Objectives and Extent of the Study

For a decision maker to answer these questions and escape the dilemma of bringing
the economic and ecological parameters on the same pedestal to make a realistic

trade-off , a tool is needed to quantify the environmental degradation. Only then can

the environmental cost be weighed against the economic beneﬁts that accrue as a
result of development. This study undertakes to develop such a tool. The study first

analyses the pros and cons of the chosen economic activities, namely, the

development of port, coastal tourism and aquaculture. On one hand the economic

importance of the sectors is delineated to indicate the primary driving force behind
their development. On the other, the environmental damages that result from the

development of the said sectors are shown to have an economic implication that also
needs to be taken into account. The analysis is ﬁrst aimed at developing a method to

attach economic value to both resources as inputs to economic development and to

the environmental damage resulting from such development.

Further, it was felt by the author that the conventional techniques of Cost-Beneﬁt

Analysis (CBA) fall short of taking account of the total environmental degradation
when such an analysis considers a project in isolation and does not address the

interdependence among the sectors. When the interdependencies of the sectors are
not ta.ken into account, the CBA tends to reduce the environmental costs and thus

overstate the Net Present Value (NPV) of a project. A realistic project evaluation

will be where the environmental degradation of the project sector also accounts for
environmental fall out from interdependent sectors as well.

Environmental

quantification techniques should therefore be put through an input-output analysis to
come to a final environmental cost. This environmental cost, so calculated, can then

be used to calculate the project's NPV.

This study uses an input-output analysis to consider the issue of interdependence
among the sectors from an economic as well as an ecological viewpoint. That is

where the novelty of the approach of the study lies. For, in extending the input
output methodology and the resulting matrix to account for natural resource use (as

inputs) and environmental degradation (as outputs), in conjunction with the
interdependence among the economic sectors, the final result establishes a clear

perspective of the overall effects of the project on a common ground. The common
denominator is achieved by the final solution of the input-output matrix giving the

ecological commodities used (inputs) and the resulting enviromnental degradation
(outputs) as a function of the total output of a particular economic sector.

The primary objective of the study then, is to demonstrate an approach of quantifying
environmental damage as a result of economic activities on a coast and use the
economic values so derived in an input-output analysis to ﬁnally achieve the

enviromnental cost as a ratio of the demand for an economic sector. The secondary

objective is to convince the potential decision maker of the utility of the model in

achieving environmentally ethical decision making. These objectives are pursued in
the following chapters.

Chapter II delineates the economic activities taken into consideration for the

fonnulation of the model, namely development of port, coastal tourism and
aquaculture, and highlights their respective importance in a nation's economy.

Chapter III highlights the environmental degradation that is a result of the economic

activities and the importance of coming to a trade-off.

Chapter IV deals with the valuation of environmental degradation and creation of an

input-output matrix for economic-ecological commodity ﬂows. The parameters are

quantiﬁed and the matrix solved.

‘Chapter V, the concluding chapter, deals with amalgamation of quantitative analysis
and environmental ethics, pertaining to decision making for coastal projects.

Chapter 2
Economic Activities on the Coast
2.1 Definition of coastal zone

A coastal sub-system (henceforth referred to as a coastal zone), that is a part of the entire

coastal system, is a relatively narrow and dynamic transitional zone between the marine
and land sub-systems. It is therefore, a band rather than a line. The width of the band

varies from place to place and is determined by the interaction of marine and terrestrial
coastal processes. It includes the foreshore, the beach area and natural coastal protection

systems such as dunes and mangroves'. The worldwide average width of the coastal
zone on the terrestrial side is said to be 60 km. The zone occupies less than 15% of the

Earth's land surface, yet it accommodates more than 60% of the world's population.

Further, only 40% of the one million km of coastline is accessible and temperate enough
to be habitable. As a result, coastal zones are marked by above-average concentrations of
people and economic activityz.

2.2 Choice Of Economic Activities and their economic importance

The coastal zone is of great economic importance and environmental significance. It is

essentially a natural resource system which provides space, living and non-living
resources for human activities. The coastal zone is now also a focal point in many

national economics as a large number of social and economic activities are concentrated
in this area’.

' Coastal sub-system ( 1997), Coastal Zone Management Center, The Netherlands.
2Coastal Zone Typology (1997), Coastal Zone Management Center, The Netherlands.
3Cicin-Sain, Biliana (1993), Sustainable Development and Integrated Coastal Zone Management.

’

» .

V

. Very simply put, the rationale behind the choice is

both economic as well as environmental. From an economic perspective, the importance

and growth of ports, coastal tourism and aquaculture is increasing world-wide. At the

same time, these activities have a substantial enviromnental implication that can affect

other economic activities or well-being on the coast, directly or indirectly (dealt with in
Chapter 3). This is a dilemma for a decision maker. What to choose - development or

environment, and at what cost? The author considered these activities, apart from them

being important world-wide, to be well suited to clarify an approach for quantification

methodology and show a path for achieving a sustainable trade-off.

Brieﬂy, the economic importance of the three chosen activities follows:

2.2.1 Ports

Ports serve several functions beyond the transhipment of cargo. Through the linkages
that extend beyond the piers, docks and warehouses, the effects of port activities
reverberate throughout local economies. The ports have a considerable inﬂuence upon
the local pattern of jobs, incomes and tax revenues. On a macro level, ports form an
essential link in the international maritime transport chain4. The changing role and

importance of ports over the years is delineated in the table on the next page:

‘ DeSalvo, Joseph S. (1997), Measuring the Direct Impacts of Ports.

Table 1

Importance of various aspects of port development
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(Adapted by the author from Haynes et.al, 1997)5

5Haynes, Kingsley E. et.al (1997), Regional Port Dynamics in the Global Economy : The Case of
Kaohsiung, Taiwan.

2.2.2 Coastal Tourism

The activities included under the heading of tourism and recreation are numerous The
major activities and demands as singled out in the following country reports° are:

Swimming and beach uses (all countries);

Boating and sailing (all countries);
Golf courses (UK, USA, Australia, Italy, France and Spain);
Camping grounds, caravan grounds, cabins (UK, USA, Australia, new Zealand,

Italy, France, Spain);

Holiday summer cottages (Norway, Finland, Sweden);
Marinas (Australia, USA, France, Spain);
Semi-perrnanent residency for retired and active people (USA, Australia, France,

Spain, turkey);
Cultural activities (music, theatre) and facilities (museums, restaurants).

Tourism in the coastal zone is an important and growing sector. It is one of the largest

industries in the world. In 1989 the number of tourist visits world over was 402.3
million trips. It is forecasted that this ﬁgure will increase to 617.2 million trips by the

year 2000. Of these trips, the majority of them are centred in countries that have a
developed coast as well as a coastal tourism sector. The projected receipts of 15 major
destination countries range from US$ 2 billion in l989\.to US$ 4 billion in the year 2000

in Taiwan, which is at the bottom of the spectrum. Whereas, the place at the top of the
list is occupied by the USA where receipts in 1989 were US$ 34 billion and projected
for the year 2000 at US .58 billion7.

Further, all country information papers emphasise the importance of tourism and
recreation as one of the major activities on their coasts. In several countries it is the

major industry in coastal areas.

6 OECD, Paris (1993), Integrated CoastalZone Management and Tourism/Recreation.
7Edwards, Anthony (1992), International Tourism Forecasts to 2005, Special Report No. 2454.

ll

The Spanish country infonnation paper states unequivocally “...from an economic
point of view, the main sources of incomes...in the Mediterranean coast has (sic)
been. is (Sic) and Will be tourism". Eighty-two percent of the tourists crowd the coast
in the main tourist season.

The Portuguese report brings to the attention the existing asymmetry of population
density and development impacting heavily on the coast. This is reinforced by the
significant inﬂux of foreign visitors.

Italy has a coastline of 7000 kilometres. About one-third of the population lives in
the area. The coastal areas having great tourist regions (Liguria, Versillia, North

Adriatic and the islands) are visited by foreign tourists.

Metropolitan France has a coastline of about 5,500 kilometres, of which 50% is
already densely populated for various activities. A good proportion of the foreign
visitors are coastal tourists.

These Mediterranean countries, in addition to Greece and Turkey (which is in the

process of developing its tourist industry), are the major tourist destinations where
coastal tourism is a major factors.

2.2.3 Aquaculture

The word aquaculture, though used rather widely to denote all fonns of culture of
aquatic animals and plants in fresh, brackish and marine environments, is still used by

many in a more restrictive sense. For some, it means aquatic culture other than fish

farming or fish husbandry, whereas others understand it as aquatic farming other than
mariculture. It is also sometimes used as a synonym for mariculture. However, for the

purpose of this study, the term aquaculture is sufficiently expressive and all-inclusive. It
only needs a clarification that it does not include the culture of essentially terrestrial
plants or of basically terrestrial animalsg.

I supranote 6.
I
9 Pillay T.V.R.(l990), Aquaculture : Principles and Practices.

12

Evolution of the likes of cultivation, pastoralism and ranching in the basic forms of food
production has been slow to occur with respect to living aquatic resources. Agriculture
and animal husbandry probably developed from a need to adopt more productive means

to feed increasing populations. In the case of fishery resources, the means to increase

production was sought by discovering new resources and by adopting more efficient

methods of hunting and utilisation. Further, unlike agriculture, common access rights

prevailed for most of the resources. Restrictions in access rights, brought about by the

Law of the Sea Convention (UNCLOS 1982), have affected the fishing industries of
many nations. Increasing demands in foreign and domestic markets for some of the

favoured species like shrimp, salmon and eel, and their decline, or lack of potential for

expansion of natural production, have created a situation where adoption of methods of
farming have become logical and inevitable. Since most forms of aquaculture can be

undertaken within national jurisdictions, there are fewer chances of intemational
conﬂicts relating to rights and ownership in culture ﬁsheries.

Among other factors that have led to the rapid development of the aquaculture industry

are'the ﬁsh marketing strategies. Aquaculture production can be organised according to
market demand, with respect to quantity, preferred size, colour, preservation and

processing. Harvesting from farms can be regulated to meet the demand and make the

product available during off-seasons in order to maintain regular supplies.

Experience in many developing countries (e.g. Ecuador”), Philippines”) seems to
indicate that a reasonable cash income from the sale of produce is a major incentive for
farmers. Many farmers and farming groups have been able to achieve such incomes and

improve their overall standard

of living in a number of developing countries.

Aquaculture has also shown its potential to increase rural employment and improve the

nutrition and income of rural populations, particularly in developing countries.

Perhaps the most spectacular economic and social impact of aquaculture has been caused

by the development of export-oriented aquaculture. Aquaculture is practised at different
'° Meltzoff Sarah K. & LiPuma E. (1986), The Social and Political Economy of Coastal Zone
Management : Shrimp Mariculture in Ecuador.
" Primavera J.H. (1995), Mangroves and Brackishwater Pond Culture in the Philippines.
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levels, varying from small homestead pond farming by peasants, to the vertically

integrated operation of megafanns owned by multinational corporations. The salmonoid
aquaculture in many European countries, especially the Atlantic Salmon culture in

Norway and Scotland became a singularly proﬁtable enterprise. The success of salmon

culture was closely followed by the development of large scale marine shrimp fanning
in Asia and South America for export to industrially advanced countries. The statistics

prove the point.

Aquaculture production in Asia, contributing three-quarters of the

world's total production, was 201,000 metric tonnes in 1985 and is expected to be

800,000 metric tons by the year 2000”. The value of the Asian production in 1993 was
US$ 10.19 billion”.

All this has led to a surge of foreign investment and joint ventures in aquaculture and

development of large scale commercial fanns employing steadily increasing numbers of
skilled and unskilled personnel.

Being an emerging growth industry, the sector is

attracting new entrants with little association with ﬁsheries or farming, but determined
not to miss the bandwagon!

At this point the reader may be tempted to ask, why exclude the fishing industry from

the choice of important coast activities? The reason is from an environmental point of
view. The main problem hampering the fishing industry world over, is overexploitation
of the stocks, thereby reducing the yields. This problem is limited to the fishing industry

itself and is not a result of a fallout of another coastal industry.

Whereas, the

degradation of the coast and pollution resulting from the three chosen industries can
affect, directly or indirectly (as shown in chapter 3), the ﬁsh stocks in a region and add

to the dilemma of overexploitation.

Since this study undertakes the quantiﬁcation

methodologies of environmental damage(s) on the coastal zone that can affect the output

of interdependent industries, it was considered legitimate to omit the fishing industry

from the purview of the study. Thus, the omission is out of choice and not a result of

lack of importance of the fishing industry.

'2supranore ll
'3 FAO, Fisheries Information; Data and Statistics Department (1995), Aquaculture Production Statistics,
1984-I993.

The economic beneﬁts of the three sectors, delineated in this chapter, also come at a

price. The price is in the form of environmental degradation and pollution associated
with respective sectors. It is imperative to look at this side of the coin as well. An

analysis of the environmental impacts will not only help the decision maker to view the

coastal development process in a broader perspective, but also assist in quantiﬁcation

methodologies. The succeeding chapter highlights the environmental impacts, and the

associated economic implications, of the three economic sectors.

Chapter 3
Environmental Impacts of Development of Ports, Coastal Tourism and
Aquaculture
There is a vast amount of literature that highlights the importance and sensitivity of
coastal zones.

Joumals and magazines give prominent display to coastal

environmental horror stories.

Editorials demand better management of coastal

resources. On the face it would appear that protection of the coastal environment is an

idea whose time has come. But there is a major problem. The concept of protection

of the coastal environment does not appear to be based on a holistic understanding of
the relationship between the environment and development processes on the coasts. It

is based on the belief that concern for the coastal environment essentially means
protecting and conserving it, partly from people themselves but mainly from

development programs. There is little effort to modify the development process itself

in a manner that will bring greater harmony with the needs of the people and with the
need to maintain ecological balance. After all, coastal environment is not just pretty
trees and birds, threatened plants and ecosystems. It is literally the entity on which

the coastal community subsists.

Development can take place at the cost of the

environment only to a point. Beyond that point it will be like the foolish man who

was trying to cut the very branch on which he was sitting. Development without
concern for the environment can only be short-term development. In the long—term,it

can prove to be anti-development and can go on only at the cost of suffering of the

coastal society.

In the preceding chapter, importance of the economic activities, at the regional as well
the as national level, have been delineated. But they also come at a price. The price

is in the fonn of enviromnental degradation on the coastal zone that is a direct, and

indirect, result of these activities.

The awareness of environmental impacts is a

prerequisite to their quantiﬁcation. Therefore, the cause and effects are shown in a

tabular form for the sake of brevity and easy reference.
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3.3 Trade-offs

In a coastal ecosystem, while it has its own resiliency, one cannot do anything one

wants; there are constraints. After all, one has to be careful and not shoot oneself in

the foot!

The question is,"Who determines the scenarios and chooses from the

different options, and on what basis?”

Development and environment on the coast, to some extent, can be considered to be

mutually exclusive. They are mutually exclusive in the sense that if there is all of
one, there is none of other. A healthy choice, where there can be a balance of both,
will depend upon the stance of the decision maker. If one has a top priority view on

development, then there is no question of trade-off. On the other hand, a trade-off
view will accept less development if it has a better balance overall. How is a better
balance achieved? What is the yardstick used? On one margin there is substantial

economic benefit from the development of port, coastal tourism and aquaculture
activities. On the other, there is an environmental ‘costthat has economic implications

as well. This is where a decision maker faces a dilemma; a choice has to be made by

evaluating many different parameters, each of varying importance.

In such a

sequence, the decision maker cannot rely solely on subjective value judgements.
Trade-offs need to be made. But, trade-offs are not determined from an ecological or

environmental perspective alone - they need to be derived from a frame of reference
of economics and social utility as well.

And, the standard approach to

intergenerational trade-offs in economics involves assigning benefits and costs

according to some representative set of individual preferences. The decision maker
needs a tool, a methodology, to put a value on coastal environmental resources so that

they can be brought to a common denominator with economic benefits, to make

properly reasoned trade-offs.

The ensuing pages constitute the main objective of the study, where an approach for a
decision making tool is formulated to quantify coastal environmental damages.
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Chapter 4
Economic Valuation of Environmental Damage: An Extension oflnput - Output
Analysis (IOA)
4.1 Economics of coastal environmental values

Economic analysis when broadly construed, as opposed to narrowly confined to costs

and markets, is a powerful tool for illuminating trade-offs among conﬂicting

allocations of scarce resources. Although there is no ﬁeld of study called “coastal
zone economics” per se, applicable concepts are borrowed from microeconomics
literature and are simple and broad in scope. That is, much of economic thought is

reducible to a few concepts that can be applied to a wide range of problems‘.

Economics is about choice.

The choice relates to situations where there are

preferences for certain things but one cannot choose everything. Very simply, given
limited coastal resources and services, the rational thing to do is to choose between
ones preferences in an effort to get the most satisfaction - or “welfare". From an

economic perspective, resource management problems are posed in terms of whether
resource conservation will result in greater social well-being than resource
development.

Or in the case of issues such as pollution, are there net benefits to

society in implementing stricter or more lax pollution controls?

Economics

recognises that in any decision there will be costs and benefits to different parties and

that unless all of these effects are considered, it is difficult to make good decisions.

If economics is applied to coastal environmental issues, then, some insights can be

obtained into the desirability of protecting the enviromnent from unplanned

'Edwards, Steven F. (1987), An Introduction to Coastal Zone Economics, Concept, Method and Case
Studies.
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development and taking the social objective of increasing peoples’ overall satisfaction
(or welfare). By unplanned development it is meant to indicate where it is decided to

develop, causing irreversible damage, and not leave an option to the future

generations to choose conservation or development. This assumption about social
objectives used to derive measures of gains and losses is important. To be clear, what

is being said is that protection of the coastal environment is also an economic

improvement if it increases social satisfaction or welfare.

If clean water or air is preferred on the coasts, one places a value on it. But since

these commodities are not bought or sold in the marketplace, money is not directly

involved. Nonetheless, the beneﬁt of clean air and water is an economic benefit - it

improves the welfare of people. In benefit estimation money is used as a measuring

rod, a way of measuring preferences. There are very good reasons for supposing that
money is a good measure of the gains and losses to people from environmental

change. What is important is that money just happens to be a convenient measuring
rod. Although money is limited to being just a measuring rod, even this limited role
can create difficulties. For example, what does it mean to place money value on the

benefit of preserving rare species of birds that use the Australian mangroves as
nesting groundsz? The temptation is to say that such creatures are “beyond price".

The interpretation that might be placed on the idea that something is priceless is that

priceless objects are of infinite value. When an experts speak of priceless work of art,
however, they do not mean that they have infinite values. They mean that they are

unique and irreplaceable, but that, in auction they would fetch ﬁnite, but very high

prices indeed. A moment’s reflection will indicate that no one can or would pay an
infinite price for them. So is the case here with rare species; their preservation is

worth very large sums of money - many of us would pay substantial sums to see them

preserved - but none of us value them at infinite price.

zLaegdsgaard, Pia & Johnson C.R. (1995), Mangrove Habitats as Nurseries.
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4.2 The uses of monetary measures
4.2.1 Willingness to pay or willingness to accept

The next question that arises is,"Why is it necessary to place monetary values on

environmental gains and losses?” It is to capture to some extent the intensity of

preference for the environment and to measure the degree of concern. The way in
which this is done is by using the willingness of individuals to pay for the

environment. At its simplest, what is sought is some expression of how much people

are willing to pay to preserve the environment. Such measures automatically express

not just the fact of a preference for the environment, but also the intensity of that
preference.

If, of _course, the issue is one of losing an environmental benefit, the

problem may be rephrased in terms of individuals’ willingness to accept monetary
compensation for the loss, rather than their willingness to pay to prevent the loss.

Economic theory says that maximum willingness to pay is equal to minimum
willingness to accept}.

4.2.2 Cost And Value

A cost is the income forgone in other potential uses of environmental resources.

Opportunity cost is the measure of the economic cost of the loss of options for using
resources that results from making a particular choice‘. This would include financial

costs since spending money in one way precludes the same money from being spent
in a different way.

Value and valuation can therefore be used to demonstrate that environmental
resources are not free and have values in the same sense as marketed goods and

services have values. It is known that monetary values are readily observable for

commodities regularly traded in the market place.

However, because many

’Ray, Anandrup (1986), Cost - Benefit Analysis, Issues and Methodologies.
‘Ma, Shuo (1996), Economics of Ocean Environmental Management. Optimum Pollution Level &
Environmental Regulations.
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environmental resources such as wilderness or the existence of wildlife are not
exchanged in markets, they are unpriced. Nonetheless, these non-market resources
have monetary value as long as people are willing to trade some of their income for

them. Even though these unpriced values are difficult to reveal, they have economic

meaning because any thing or action from which individuals gain satisfaction is

deemed to have a value. The absence of markets should not be allowed to disguise
this. By giving a dollar value to the environment, one is forced into more rational

decisions that will include a more complete consideration of gains and losses of
different resource management options. In this way monetary values do not depend

upon whether people actually trade money for the beneﬁts receiveds.

Valuation is important at both, macro and microeconomics levels. The former for

planning matters and, latter for efficient decisions for allocation. Macroeconomics
valuation deals with adjusting the national income for environmental losses. Since

that is not the purpose of this study, it is not delved into. The importance of valuation
at microeconomics level is what will be dealt with. At this stage it is imperative to

mention how economists determine value, before launching deeply into the subject.

4.2.3 Concept Of Valuation Of Environmental Goods

Value can broadly be categorised into instrumental or intrinsic. Instrumental value
refers to the capacity of something when used to satisfy a want. Intrinsic value is
regarded by ecologists as inherent to something. Instrumental, or use value, is further
divided into direct, indirect or option value.

Intrinsic, or non-use, value is also

referred to as existence value“.

0 Direct use values are fairly straightforward; in concept they accrue from productive

activities utilising a natural resource. For instance, ﬁsheries or forest products
from mangrove forests;

5Abaza. Hussein (1993), Appraisal Methodologies for Sustainable Development Projects.
°Pearce D.W. et.al (1993), World Without End - Economics, Environment and Sustainable
Development.

0 Indirect use value is a value from functional beneﬁts, such as storm protection by
marshlands;

Option value relates to the amount individuals are willing to pay to conserve, say, a
mangrove forest on the coast for future use. That is, the forest is not used now but

may be used in the future;

Quasi-option value is the value of information that may be available after a
decision has been made to conserve or develop now. For instance, the choice may

be to develop or conserve a mangrove forest now. If the choice is to conserve now,

then the choice in the next period also could be to either develop or conserve.

However, if development is chosen now and irreversible changes occur, then only
development can be chosen in the next period. In between the period new insight

may be gained, say, by a scientific discovery, on the importance of preserving the

ﬂora and fauna associated with the mangrove forests. Quasi-option value is the

value of learning about the future values that would be precluded if development is
chosen now.

Existence value relates to valuations of the environmental assets that are unrelated
to current or future optional use7. It is the willingness to pay for existence of

environmental assets in its natural state (ﬂora and wildlife). It is more pronounced
when the asset is unique, suggesting that the potential existence values are high.

7Munasinghe. M & Lutz Ernst (1993), Environmental Economics and Valuation in Development
Decisionmaking.
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Use Value

Non-Use Value

Ha
Direct Use Value

Indirect Use Value

Output that can
be consumed
directly

Functional
beneﬁts

‘sawn timber
‘recreation
‘health

‘ecological
functions
"'stonn
protection

Option Value

Future direct
and indirect
use values

"' biodiversity
"' conserved
habitats
\

Decreasing “evident" value to individuals

(adapted by the author from Munasinghe, 1993)”.
Fig. 1

3supranote 7
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Quasi-option
Value

Existence Value

beneﬁts based Value from
on knowledge continued
knowledge
from future
of continued
research
existence
e.g. on moral
conviction

-Ia wide range
depending
upon
future research

‘habitats
" endangered
species

An illustration using values arising in the context of mangrove forests is presented
below:

Table 2

Concept of value in context of mangrove forests
<

Indirect

/ Quasi-Option
// a/IExistence

none

nutrient ’

4'

' none

/

/

none

vf_u_tur_e uses

none

possible uses

forests

as

cycling,

with gained

object

of

watershed

insight after

intrinsic value,

protection,

research

reduction of air

a bequest,

a

gift to others

pollution

A"

none
none

none
ii,

,none

(adapted by the author from Pearce, 1993)9

Wherever “none” has appeared in the table above, it is to indicate that the use is

inconsistent with other uses. For example, in case of benefits from timber used on a
Q

unsustainable basis, the mangrove forest is not available for any other uses.

Mangrove forests also provide habitat for commercial species of fish and there is a
direct correlation between mangroves and fish stock in such an area (mentioned in

detail on page 59). This constitutes product other than timber. In order to maintain

the fish stock, it would entail the existence of mangrove forest, and hence the potential

for all types of uses.

9supranote 6.
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Finally, the relevance of Option, Quasi—optionand Existence values prevail with the

existence of mangrove forests.
otherwise.

Destruction of mangrove forests would mean

Some fonn of destruction is associated with direct uses for recreation

(enjoying wilderness) and medicine. Hence, “none" as shown in the columns.

Therefore, the Total Economic Value (TEV) for mangrove forests can be summarised
as;

TEV = use value + non-use value
=

(direct use value + indirect use value + option value)

+ (existence value + quasi-option value)

The first step, thus, in conducting environmentally sound economic analyses is to

detennine the enviromnental and natural resource impacts of projects in question.

The TEV of the environmental resource will be lost indefinitely if development is
chosen at the cost of environment. The environmental cost that arises is also a part of
the cost component that needs to be subtracted from the stream of beneﬁts to arrive at

a realistic Net Present Value (NPV) of a project. Before proceeding further with the

environmental cost in question, a word about the calculation of NPV.

4.2.4 Project Appraisal
Environmental issues cannot be viewed in a timeless context. This is because the

essential argument that arises over allocation of competing resources occurs at
different points in time.

The concept of extension of resource use over time is straightforward.

First

compounding is considered, or an investment at compound interest. Value of $1
invested at an interest rate r can be redeemed after 1 year for $1 x (l+r). Aﬁer two
years for $1 x (l+r)2, and so on. Therefore, after t years, for $1 x (l+r)'. The future
value of $1 in t years at an interest rate r is:

V, = PV (1+r)‘; where PV = present value.
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Discounting is just compounding in reverse. Present value is calculated by:
PV = V, / (l+r)' ; here, r is the discount rate by which the future value is discounted to

arrive at the Present Value (PV).

But what exactly is discounting for environmental issues?

4.3 Discounting for Environmental Issues

Economic analysis tends to assume that a given unit of beneﬁt or cost matters more if
it is experienced now than if it occurs in the future. The justifications are first, that

people prefer current benefits over future benefits; and second, that receipts in the

future are less valuable than current receipts from the standpoint of the present
decision maker, because immediate receipts can be invested to increase capital and
future incomelo. This lowering of the importance that is attached to gains and losses
in the future is known as discounting‘ 1. In other words, discounting is the process by

which costs and benefits that occur in different time periods may be compared.

Given the direct relation between discounting and compound interest, it is evident that
the higher the discount rate, the lower the discount factor {it is the reciprocal of (1+r)‘
as indicated above - on this page - in the formula for calculation of PV} will be and

the faster it will fall as the time horizon is extended.

The comparison is important, especially from an enviionmental point of view, since at
least some of the associated costs and benefits are long-tenn in nature.

Also,

individual decisions differ from social decisions in that individuals are relatively

short-lived, whereas societies persist for much longer periods”.

Thus, one strong

reason for individual preference for the present is absent from the viewpoint of
society. The community has reasons to discount the future less than individuals.

Higher discount rates may discriminate against future generations. This is because
projects with social costs occun-ing in the long tenn and net social benefits occurring

in the near tenn, will be favoured by higher discount rates. Projects with benefits
'0 Crosson P and Toman M..A. (1994), Economics and Sustainable Development.
"Pearce D.W & Turner R.K. (1990), Economics of Natural Resource and the Environment.
"Broome, John (1992), Counting the Cost of Global Warming.
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occurring in the long run will be less likely to be undertaken under high discount
rates.

It is therefore a logical conclusion that future generations will suffer from

market discount rates detennined by high rates of a current generation's time
preference 3.
I

Based on the foregoing, it is often argued that discount rates should be lowered to

reﬂect environmental concems and issues of inter-generational equity. However, this
would have the drawback that a larger number of projects would generally pass the

test” and the resulting increase in investment would lead to additional environmental

stress.

Pearce (l993)'5 argues that lowering discount rates can in fact worsen

environmental degradation - lowering the cost of capital and thereby lowering the cost

of production such that more is consumed in the near-tenn compared to conditions

where the discount rate was higher.

It has always been a question of long drawn debates regarding the choice of discount

rates with environmental issues. However, Munasinghe (l993)'6 suggests that within
the context of environmental analysis, the standard opportunity cost of capital i.e. 6 

12% should be used for calculations. A discount rate of 6% is thus used for all the
calculations in this study. Reverting to the concept of project appraisal, a project is
considered where there will be a stream of costs and benefits:

Table 3: Stream of costs and beneﬁts

'3 supranore

12

_

Passing the test is where the NPV i.e. difference of all the beneﬁts and costs discounted over the life
of the project, is greater than zero.
'5supranote 6.
I6
supranote 7.

If r = discount rate, the Present Value (PV) is given by:
PV = V0 + Vi/(HT)

+ V2/(“'02

"'----------..+ VT/(1+r)T

(with reference to PV

calculation on page 33).

Where V0, V1,........ ..V1-is the value at the respective times.

Applying the PV fonnula for PVCW,
T

Pvm, = C0 + C,/(1+r) + C2/(1+r)2+ ........... ..+ CT/(1+r)T = 2

c,/(1+r)‘

t=0

Similarly,
T
Pvbeneﬁt= Z
Bl/(1+r)l
t=0

Hence, the net present value (NPV)'7 is:
.

T

T

NPV= 2

B,/(1+r)' —2

t=0

t=0

C,/(1+r)‘

= 2

t=0

(B,-C1)/(1+r)‘

Here the benefits are defined relative to their effects on the improvements in human

well-being. Costs are deﬁned in terms of development costs plus the opportunity
costs. The opportunity costs are the beneﬁts forgone by not using these resources in
the best available altemative applications.

But showing costs this way is the

conventional approach that does not indicate the environmental costs. Therefore, to
include the environmental costs, the equation should be altered to:
T

NPV = Z

(B,-C,-E‘)/(1+r)‘

(equationA)"

t=0

Where E, is the net environmental cost in time t.

"Common, Michael (1988), Environmental and Resource Economics : An Introduction.
supranore 6.
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For a project to be accepted, the above NPV should be > 0. Quantiﬁcation of the

environmental cost (E,) component for the coastal zone development project is the

elusive ﬁgure and the concern of this study.

4.4 Input-Output Analysis (IOA) and environment

Given the vast amount of literature that exists on the Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA),
the point to note is that the analysis is done by treating a project in isolation. By

treatment in isolation, it is meant to indicate that the interdependence, among the

various sectors, of the project are not considered.

This becomes glaring and

extremely important when the quantification of environmental impacts of the project
is attempted before putting it in the CBA as the environmental cost.

The interdependence of different producing sectors, within the project, is evident by
virtue of sectoral outputs that may be used as inputs by other sectors. This is from the

economic perspective. On the ecological side, there are ecological inputs (land and

water) that are consumed by the producing sectors. Furthermore, the subsequent

environmental degradation, that is a result of a particular sector’s production process,

requires the quantiﬁcation of contribution of the inputs from the dependent sectors.
Thus, when the output of a sector is used as an input by various other sectors, the
resulting environmental degradation by this sector can be traced back to all the

interdependent consuming sectors to the extent of their using its output. To clarify,
the example of development of a port can be examined. It can further be assumed that
the region has the sector of coastal tourism well developed to the extent that it will

benefit from the development of the port by opening another mode used by tourists
through the cruise ships. Therefore, the total output from the development of the port
will also include the demand for it from the tourism sector. Further, the demand of

the tourism sector will also be partly responsible for the environmental damage
resulting from the port. This is because the port will have to expand its network to

cater to the need to accommodate cruise vessels. The analysis does not stop here. If

expansion of the tourism sector is planned, it will be incorrect to study these

enviromnental damages in isolation.

Treating them alone will mean limiting the

quantiﬁcation of the damages to those resulting from increased waste products and the
impact of increased sewage, treated or untreated, into the marine environment. What

about the environmental damage that will result from the expansion of the port to

cater to the increased demand of coastal tourism? When the CBA is completed using
the input-output analysis, it becomes evident that the total output as well as the

environmental damages are functions of ﬁnal demand. This final demand affects the
inter-sectoral ﬂows. Thus, it is more reasonable to use the CBA through the input

output analysis.

It helps to make realistic projections for the future by more

accurately portraying the flnal demand and thus the total output, including the
ecological commodity output.

Finally, it also enables one to trace back the

environmental damage through the various sectors in a systematic manner.

Further, input-output techniques are the normalisation of a more general theory about
how modern economics work and thus, may sometimes be referred to as structural

economics”.

Input-Output Analysis (IOA) emphasises the representation of stocks

and ﬂows either in terms of physical units or directly as costs (fgl;the pggpgss of this

study, cgsts have been used in [J5 Dollars). An extension of IOA for environmental

costs provides a direct link between development (economics) and the physical world
(ecology).

In fact, past failures of relating ecological considerations to economic

issues in decision making through a common denominator of currency has resulted in

many aspects of enviromnental concem simply being dismissed as unimportant or
invalid.

The relationship between the two is extremely close and warrants their

treatment together, rather than in isolation. Subsequent solution of the matrix that
results from input-output analyses, and the ensuing evaluation, deals directly with the

empirical content rather than relying on idealised abstractions, like an equilibrium

state of the economy.

Finally, IOA can evaluate not only the costs, but also potential contributions to
pollution by a number of sectors. It can thus be used to provide a realistic basis for

pollution reduction and a yardstick for action by parties involved, including the

government.
"’Ducllln, Faye (1994), Input —Output Analysis and Industrial Ecology.
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4.5.1 Inter-industry Flows

The fundamental information with which one deals in input-output analysis concerns

the flows of products from each industrial sector considered as a producer to each of
the sectors considered as consumers. This basic information from which an input

output model is developed is contained in an inter-industry transaction table. The

rows of such a table describe the distribution of a producing sector's output. The
columns describe the composition of inputs required by a particular sector to produce
its output. For example, output of development of port can be used (as input) by
coastal tourism sector for its cruise vessels. Such a transaction will be indicated in
row d, column 4. Therefore, these inter-industry exchanges constitute the rows (1,e, f

and columns 3,4,5 in Table 4.5 (page 38).

4.5.2 Final Demand

The column of final demand deals with the demand for a sector in its own entity. It is
no doubt that the demand is a function of overall demand at the macro level, but for

the purpose of this study it is limited to the speciﬁc area where development of a
sector is planned. This demand is separate from the inter-industry demand of any
particular sector. Final demand, records the sales by each sector to final markets for

their production. For example, if a country wishes to boost its exports, it will have to
expand its port sector. This demand for port expansion will be recorded in row d,
column 6.

4.5.3 Total Output

This column is the summation of inter-industry ﬂows and the final demand for a
sector in question. For example, in case of development of port (row (1),it is the total

of columns 3,4,5,6 along row d.
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4.5.4 Ecological commodity input

This section showsthe ecological commodities that are used, and subsequently their
value, by the consuming sectors (rows g and h, columns 3, 4 and 5). Ecological

commodities, other than land and water, that are normally consumed for industrial
production, are energy (fossil fuels) and minerals. Since they do not play any role in

the consumption sector of this study (development of port, coastal tourism and
aquaculture), they have been excluded.

4.5.5 Ecological commodity output

These columns (8 and 9) of the matrix include the environmental degradation that
results from the economic activities. Generic headings have been chosen. The term

“Erosion” has been chosen to represent readily observable physical alterations to the

enviromnent. The column indicating Erosion includes:

Destruction of mangroves;
Destruction of seagrass beds;
Destruction of coral reefs;
Soil erosion;

Beach erosion;

Deterioration of sediment quality;

Altering of wetlands;
disruption of wildlife habitats;
genetic diversity (detriment caused to fish species in the ecosystem by introduction

of farmed variety into the natural environment)

It is to be noted that the above list is not complete for all possible development, but

perhaps typical of the development considered for the purpose of this study.

All or some of these physical environmental degradation can result from the activities
in question as envisaged in chapter 3. Therefore, the economic value calculated will
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depend upon the number of parameters from the list above that are affected by

activities being considered. For instance, in case of construction of a hotel on the

coast if environmental degradation is in the fonn of beach erosion and destruction to
coral reefs, the economic value will only be calculated for these two parameters from
the aforementioned list.

The column marked Pollution includes:

Oil and hazardous material pollution;
Pollution from sewage and garbage;

Air pollution;
Contamination affecting the water quality;

Sedimentation;

Saliniﬁcation.

The tenn “Pollution” has been chosen to reﬂect the not so readily observable changes
to the environment that nevertheless may have significant social implications. The
above list too is not complete but perhaps typical of the development considered for
the purpose of this study. The rule for calculating and assigning economic values is
the same as for erosion indicators.

Now, the methodology used for assigning of economic values to various boxes along
the matrix in Table 4.5 is dealt with, before solving the matrix for results.

4.6 Assigning of economic values

For the purpose of this study and simplification of the initial model, the following
assumptions have been made:

a) Development, of the three chosen sectors, is spread over the following areas:

0 development of port = 200,000 square meters;
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0 coastal tourism

= 20,000 square meters;

0 aquaculture

= 10,000 square meters.

b) One of the main objective of this study is to identify appropriate approaches to

calculate

economic

value

for environmental damages.

Therefore, various

methodologies for quantification have been delineated to deal with the different rows
and columns of Table 4.5. Wherever it has been shown that in a practical situation the

value can be calculated using market prices, an arbitrary monetary value (in US

Dollars) has been assigned in Table 4.5 for the final calculation of the matrix.

However, in areas where monetary values cannot be assigned directly using the
market prices, no arbitrary values have been assigned to such parameters and they

have been categorised under ‘unvalued parameters’ as explained in Section 4.7.

c) Since this study is about quantiﬁcation methodology for enviromnental damages
(or loss of resource), they are dealt with in detail. _The economic transactions within
the intrasectoral ﬂows (rows d, e, f and columns 3, 4, 5 in Table 4.5) are purely

economic in nature, have historically been applied in economic evaluations, and

hence, they are dealt with only brieﬂy.

4.6.1 1N1E3-INQLJSTRYIQESAQ
4.6.1.1 V‘ ‘

‘ofport (m ‘

[IQE
'

sector-row dz Table 4.5)

4.6.1.1.] Development of port (consuming sector -'0'
row d, column 3; Table 4.5)

All along the row d, within the inter-industry transaction, the question to ask is, “What

part of the output from the development of the port is used as an input by the three
sectors (column 3, 4 and 5)?” In this case two scenarios are taken separately.

Scenario one is based on the assumption that a port is planned in a pristine area.

Since the port is not yet developed, it does not have an output to be used by itself for

further development. Hence, the monetary value calculated in such a case will be
zero.
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Scenario two is based on the assumption that the port infrastructure exists and a future

expansion is planned.

In order to highlight the parameters that would require

monetary quantiﬁcation in case of expansion of the port (and the parameters of

coastal tourism and aquaculture interdependent on development of the port), this
case is assumed.

Therefore, the following output will be used from the port to

supplement the expansion:

Revenue - the revenue will either be used to sponsor the project directly or it will

be used to repay borrowed development capital;
Labour - the port labour will be used in case material and/or machinery is being

imported and unloaded at the port itself;
Equipment - the cranes and forklifts existing at the port would be used to receive

and transport the material to the site;

Storage facility - use of existing capacity as and when required.

Assigning a value to the aforementioned resources is fairly straightforward. Pricing

will be dependent upon the existing local market condition. An arbitrary value of US

$ 10 million is thus chosen- to be used in row d, column 3.

4.6.1.l.2 Coastal tourism (consuming sector - row d, column 4; Table 4.5)

Coastal tourism uses the output of a port by receiving tourists that use cruise ships as

a mode of transport. This can be ascertained on a yearly basis by collecting the data
from the port immigration office. Then, the total annual revenue from tourism can be

correlated to the annual number of tourists that use all modes of transport in order to
come to a figure of revenue earned per tourist.

Multiplying this figure with the

number of tourists using or projected to use cruise ships, the amount of output of the
port that is being used as input to the coastal tourism sector can be approximated.
This is also fairly straightforward. An arbitrary value of US $ 10 million is assigned

for row d, column 4.
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4.6.l.l.3

Aquaculture (consuming sector - row d, column 5; Table 4.5)

Existence (output) of the port that is used by the aquaculture sector, is by virtue of the
product that is transported by sea. The data on the amount can be obtained from the

port tally office or the exporter, and the market price assigned to the quantity. If the
port does not already exist, the interdependence in that case will be zero. For the

purpose of this study the existence of the port is assumed and an arbitrary value of US

$ 1 million is chosen - for row d, column 5.

4.6.1.2
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4.6.1.2.] Development of port (consuming sector - row e, column 3; Table 4.5)

The output of the tourism sector is generating a greater demand for activities related to

tourism. These might include pleasure yachting and harbour cruises. This demand is
used by a port, adjacent to the tourist area, as an input for developing a yacht harbour.

The yacht harbour so developed will not be usable for other activities by the port.

Thus, the revenue earned by the port in this manner will be a direct result of the output

of the coastal tourism sector. To that extent, both sectors are interdependent. The
level of interdependency can be extremely small, but it will be a non-zero value. To

ascertain the value for this inter-industry transaction the following methodology can
be applied:

0 if the cruise vessels are owned by the port, then its revenue is the charge per tourist

for the excursion;
0 if the cruise vessels are owned by a tour operator or a hotel, then its revenue is the

yearly lease charges earned to use the pier, over and above the charge per trip within

the port;
0 the revenue from the yacht rental activity relates to charges for use of the pier on a

yearly basis.

For all the above, an arbitrary value of US $ 0.5 million - row e, column 3, is

assigned to indicate a limited interdependency between the two sectors.
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4.6.l.2.2 Coastal tourism (consuming sector - row e, column 4; Table 4.5)

The output of the tourism sector is used as an input to further develop, the services it

provides and thus create a larger demand for tourism. Further development can take

place in the fonn of increasing -thenumber of hotels or cottages along the coast or on
adjacent islands. It will use part of its existing revenue as direct input or as repayment

of loan capital. Since it is a fast growing sector, its dependency on itself for further

expansion is of considerable importance. To ascertain a value appropriate for its own
revenue input is fairly straightforward, and in this case an arbitrary value of US $ 25

million is chosen - row e, column 4.

4.6.1.2.3 Aquaculture (row e, column 5; Table 4.5)

The output of a region’s coastal tourism has no bearing on the development of
aquaculture. This is because aquaculture today is mainly an export oriented industry,

and catering to the local demand is not the prime objective but an advantageous off

shoot to this operation. Hence, there is a nearly zero correlation between output of the

coastal tourism sector and aquaculture. Therefore, a zero value is assigned to this

sectoral transaction - (row e, column 5).

4.6.1.3 A

"

c(m ‘

'

sector-rowf:Table4.5l

4.6.1.3.] Development of port (row I‘,column 3; Table 4.5)

Export of aquaculture produce is one of the major functions of this sector, and the
major portion is transported by sea. This entails the port having sufficient refrigerated
storage facilities. No doubt the refrigerated storage facilities within a port are used for

other types of refrigerated cargoes. However, the amount of refrigerated storage
facility for storage and export of aquaculture produce is a result of the output of the
aquaculture sector. The output is the demand that is used by the port infrastructure as
input to provide such a facility. Assigning a value is simple. It can be done by the

revenue earned by the port for the amount and time the space is utilised on a yearly

basis. An arbitrary value of US $ 1 million is assigned - (row f, column 3).
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4.6.1.3.2 Coastal tourism (row 1‘,column 4)

The produce of aquaculture is mainly exported, but a portion of it can also be used by

the local population through the local market. Of this consumption, the tourism sector
in the region can also enjoy the benefit of having a ready access to fresh sea food to

provide to its tourists. Thus, the output of aquaculture can be used as an input to the

tourism industry of the region. Though this interdependency can be relatively low

because the demand of the tourism sector for aquaculture products will be a part of the
entire local demand. Therefore, the interdependency is limited, but not a zero value.

The assigned value will be the yearly demand for seafood of the entire coastal tourism

industry and then calculating aquaculture’s percentage of the total demand. If the
entire demand is being satisfied by the aquaculture sector then it becomes

straightforward, because in that case the entire seafood that is being utilised by the

tourism sector is satisﬁed by the local market, which in turn is being supplied by the

aquaculture sector. The assigned value, in this case, will be govemed by the market

prices.

On the other hand, if the local market is not supplied entirely by the

aquaculture sector, then to assign value the percentage can be taken of the supply of
aquaculture to the local market (output) as required by the tourism sector. This too

can be determined through the market mechanism. An arbitrary value of US $ 0.2
million is assigned to indicate limited interdependency - row 1',column 4.

4.6.l.3.3 Aquaculture (row 1‘,column 5)

Using the output of aquaculture as an input for further development is rather limited.

Usage of aquaculture produce as a feed depends upon the type of aquaculture activity
- whether it is traditional, extensive, semi-intensive or intensive. This classification

depends upon the stock density (e.g. number of fish per hectare)", which is:

0 Traditional = < 10,000 / hectare;

0 Extensive = 10,000 - 30,000 / hectare;

2°Primavera J.H. (I991), Intensive Prawn Fanning in the Philippines: Ecological, Social and Economic
Implications.
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0 Semi-intensive = 30,000 - 100,000 / hectare;
0 Intensive = > 100,000 / hectare.

In the fonner two, only natural feed is used. However, in the latter two, apart from

natural feed, occasional use of unprocessed feed from fanns is made. Other than the
feed, revenue from the farms can be further invested for expansion. Therefore, in

view ofa limited use of its own input, an arbitrary value of US $ 2 million is assigned
row I‘,column 5.

4.6.2 Final Demand (rows d, e, f, and column 6)

The economic importance of the three sectors in question and their effects on the
national, as well as, local economy have been delineated in chapter 2. It is not the

intention to repeat the significance here.

The demand for development of these

sectors is a result of the positive impacts they have on a country’s economy.

However, associating these sectors to a particular region of a country to measure their
respective contribution is fairly straightforward.

Since, it would be somewhat

repetitive and unnecessary to go into further details, arbitrary values are assigned to
them. However, it is important to note that an increase in demand in a sector will be

indicated in this column.

0 Development of port - US $ 20 million (row (1,column 6; Table 4.5);

0 Coastal tourism - US $ 25 million (row e, column 6; Table 4.5);
0 Aquaculture - US S,5 million (row f, column 6; Table 4.5).

4.6.3
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4.6.3.1 Land (row g, column 3)

It is an accepted fact by economists that the value of land is related to the stream of

benefits to be derived from that piece of land. The measurement of benefits accruing
from a piece of land, and thus assigning a price to it, is commonly done by the
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“hedonic price” approach“.

Further, given that different locations have different

environmental attributes, there will be differences in property values_ The hedonic

price approach attempts to (a) identify how much of a property value differential is

due to a particular difference, say environmental, between properties, and (b) infer

how much people are willing to pay for an improvement in the environmental quality

and thereby determine what the social value of the improvement is. This approach
could be used, within its basic limitations, to try and assign a value to how much

people are willing to pay to prevent an environmental damage to the land that is

targeted for use, for development of the port, coastal tourism and aquaculture. These

values can be used as ecological commodity inputs.

A worst probable scenario is assumed where the development of a port is taking place
in a pristine area or what may be called a “green field”. The site is presently a

wilderness area of thick mangrove forests and also, home to rare species of birds and
animals. At the onset, the commercial value of land will be minimal due to lack of
any development. But, as the development of a port takes place, the site area, as well

as the area surrounding it will have to be developed by way of infrastructure to
support the port, along with residential area for lodging for the staff. Therefore,

initially the price of land will appreciate exponentially. The reason for this growth to
be exponential, and not linear, is that the demand for workforce is in direct relation to

the level of development planned, that is, the greater the development planned, the
greater will be the demand for the workforce. On the other hand, price of land will be
in proportion to the demand for it - which in tum is decided by the size of the
workforce.

They are, thus, likely to grow in the same proportion.

But as the

development of the port progresses, so does the development of land around it.
Initially, the property value will increase in proportion to the demand. The fallout of

development is the increasing levels of pollution associated with it. The land price
will increase until the time the pollution levels reach the “optimal leve1"”. That is to
say, the level people are willing to accept (WTA) and continue staying in the area.
When the pollution level crosses the optimal level, the demand for land will reduce as

“OECD (1989), Direct Valuation Techniques; Environmental Policy Beneﬁts : Monetary Valuation.
supranote 4.
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people will prefer to move away from the area. Thereaﬁer, the price of land will fall.

However, applying the law of diminishing retums, the rate of decrease in property‘
value as a result of increased pollution levels will decline, where the marginal loss

(every additional unit of loss) will eventually come very close to the marginal
pollution level (every additional unit of increase in pollution level). The graph in this
case will be:

WTA Pollution Level

Ar

Property Value

__

Development —p
Pollution Level —p
Fig. 2

Environmental damage and property value

The project consequence, is now considered which is the loss of wilderness available
as an amenity.

The method used here is the Clawson method (named after its

originator) which uses the cost incurred by the visitor to the area to infer their

willingness to pay for the wildemess”.

Since the use of this facility (access to use wilderness for recreation) has not been the

subject of a market transaction, the market price or data to quantify and value this
consequence are not available.

However, assumptions can be made by using the

contingent value method to infer the users’ willingness to pay (WTP) for using the

2’rupranote 1l.
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facility. The first step is to ascertain the number of visits and where they come from

This is done by counting and taking interviews of a sample of users over an
appropriate period, say during the summer holiday season. It can be supposed that by

such means the number of visits from, say, five zones can be estimated, defined by

distance from the area in question, as shown in Table 5 below:

Table 5: Visit dependent on travel cost

per
Thousand

The population size of a zone is taken to get the ﬁgure of visits per thousand of
population from each zone, thereby making the equation more manageable. The cost
of visit is the cost of travel, which is assumed to be directly related to distance. The
data from the last two columns is plotted in Fig. 3 .

Visits dependent on travel costs

M Visit per

thousand, v
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The equation of the line is given by v = 10.5 —0.3c, where v represents visits per

thousand of population and c represents travel costs per visit. The graph indicates a
straight line which passes through all the points. This is so because in constructing

the data the aforementioned equation has been used. With actual survey data, things
do not work out so neatly. The relationship equivalent to the equation must be worked

out by regression analysis and the relationship which best fits the data is not

necessarily a straight line.

Now, in cases where there are no charges for access to the area, by using the equation

it is possible to simulate the effect of charging at different levels to ascertain the
willingness to pay. To do this it can be assumed that all users of the area in question
will react in the same way to all changes in costs associated with use, i.e. they will

regard $x spent on travel to the area as exactly equivalent to $x spent to pay a charge

for access.

On this assumption it is possible to come to an aggregate demand

schedule as shown in Table 6 and Fig. 4. When"the admission charge is $ 0, the

number of visits is 153,250 (from Table 5). Now if an admission charge of $ 5 were
imposed, the total cost of a visit from each zone would increase by that amount. The

equation of the line in Fig. 3 can now be used to get the number of visits per thousand
of population from each zone. For example, for zone 1 v = 10.5 - (0.3 x 15) = 6. Now

6 visits per thousand from a population of 2,000,000 (zone 1) gives 12,000 visits.

Further, with the equation determined for visits peg thousand, nobody incur travel
costs in excess of a figure that when added to the admission price is greater than S 35.

Table 6.

Surrogate demand function

* Total Costs include Travel Costs and Admission Price.
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Surrogate Demand Function for Wilderness
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A surrogate demand function for the wilderness facility which will become

unavailable if development is decided upon, is thus obtained. Valuation of the annual
cost to be assigned to the project on this account is the total willingness to pay for the

availability of the facility, because it will be entirely lost if the project goes ahead.
This is given by the area under the curve in Fig. 4. It is calculated thus,

1. Area oftriangle (1/2 base x height) marked by points 20, 25, 3 = 1/2 x 5 x 3000 =

US $ 7,500;

2. Area of trapezium (1/2 x sum of parallel sides x height) marked by points 3,20, D,
15 = 1/2 x (3,000 + 18,000) x 5 = US as52,500;

3. Area oftrapezium marked by points D, 15, F, 10 = 1/2 x (18,000 + 36,750) x 5 =

US $ 136,875;
4. Area of trapezium marked by points F, 10, H,5 = 1/2 x (36,750 + 78,000) x 5 =
US S 286,875 and,

5. Area oftrapezium marked by points H, 5, J, 0 = 1/2 x (78,000 + 153,250) x 5 =
US $ 578,125.

Therefore, the total amount is US $ 7,500 + US $ 52,500 + US S 136,875 + US S
286,875
+ $ 578,125 = US $_1_.£mLB15.

The result, is a loss of wilderness recreation facility with services valued at $1 million
per year (rounded oft). This loss takes effect in year one. It is not apparent that there

is a uniquely correct date at which it would be appropriate to assume the cessation of
this annual loss. Strictly speaking, the area will never revert to exactly its former

state.

How will that effect the quantitative analysis?

If it is assumed that the

development project is to have a lifetime of 100 years, and using a discount rate of 6%

per annum, the following ﬁgure is arrived at:

d,= [1/(1+r)]"' or, = [1/1.06]"' (d, is the discount factor)

Table 7:
Present value for land development

This shows the discounted, or the present value, of US $1 million 100 years hence at r
= 0.06, to be just US $3,100. As the time horizon is extended beyond 100 years year

by year, the increase in the present value cost attributable to the project gets smaller
than US $ 3,100. The total present value in that case is calculated as follows:

For n years:
PV = x + x/(1+r) + x/(1+r)2 + x/(1+r)3 +.......... ..+ x/(1+r)""

(equation no. 1)

multiplying both sides by 1/(1+r), we get
PV/(1+r) = x/(1+r) + x/(1+r)2 + x/(1+r)3+...........+ x/(1+r)"

(equation no. 2)

Subtracting (2) from (1),
PV - PV/(1+r) = x - x/(1+r)"

or, PV(1+r-1)/(1+r) = x[l - l/(1+r)"]
as n goes to infinity, 1/(1+r)" goes to zero;

PV[r/(1+r)]= x

PV= x(1+r)/r

24

Using this formula, with x = US $1 million and r = 0.06, PV-Landpor, = US S 17.67

million, which is marginally greater than US $ 17.57 million in case of a project

lifetime of 100 years. To take the worst possible scenario, discounting indefinitely,

gives a ﬁgure of US $17.67 million, rounded off to US $ 17.7 million (row g,

column 3).

Henceforth, for the purpose of the study, it shall be assumed that the damage
done to the coastal environment to be permanent and therefore, discount all
Present Values (PV) indeﬁnitely at 6%.

Using the same surrogate demand function, a demand schedule can be arrived at for

the development of coastal tourism and aquaculture with figures of $ 0.1 million and $
usupranole 17
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0.05 million respectively, (in direct relation to the area for development as indicated

on page 41). Discounting these ﬁgures indeﬁnitely at 6%;

PV-Land,o,,,,,,,, = l00,000(1+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 1.77 million, rounded off to Us $

1.8 million (row g, column 4);
PV—Land,,,,,m,,,,,,= 50,000(1+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 0.883 million, rounded off to US $

0.9 million (row g, column 5).

4.6.3.2 Water (row h)

Monetary valuation of the water component, in the ecological commodity input, will
depend upon the public use it can be put to from the area where the development is

planned. One of the uses is as a municipal water supply source in the case of an

estuary or a wellhead in a wetland area”.

The water supply source will be lost

permanently when development is planned in such an area. Therefore, the additional

cost of a substitute source of water supply can be legitimately considered as an
environmental cost of development in an area where the source is affected.

To

quantify the loss, Proxy-good technique is used here.

4.6.3.2.] Proxy-good (Substitute) technique

The Concept

A good, service or resource with a market price may be a substitute for the unpriced

environmental effect of interest. For example, alternative source of water supply used
in lieu of the depleted water source in the wetlands. The market price could then be

taken as an approximation for the value of substitution. The technique can be applied
in different ways:

25As the reader may recall, one of the environmental degradation that results from the chosen three
activities is altering of wetlands. This study focuses on environmental degradation mainly on a tropical
coast, where the existence of mangrove as well as wetlands is natural. Since one of the uses of
wetlands is the groundwater source for drinking purposes (after necessary ﬁltration), the parameter is
used here to put an economic value for the loss of wetlands. The idea is to show the possibility of
quantiﬁcation of wetland destruction.

S6

0 The substitute might be a different market good or service which already has a
price

0 The substitute might be a similar environmental good, service or asset that has

been priced in a similar situation.

Proxy-good technique has been used to value the indirect benefit of wetlands as

municipal water supply sources.

The cost of delivering water from a wetland

wellhead was estimated to be 0.773 cents (USA) per 1000 gallons (1 gallon = 4.54

litres) per day cheaper than the alternative water supply source.

The estimated

capitalised value of a 10 acre ( 1 acre = 4046.8 square meters) wetland supplying one

million gallons (4.54 million litres) of water a day was US $ 2800 per acre. This same
approach has also been used to value the water supply benefits supplied by the

Charles river wetlands in Massachusetts. The result worked out at a daily saving of
US $ 16.56 per acre or US $ 6044 per acre per yearn’.

For the object of this study, the following areas have been considered to be convened

for the various purposes:

0 Development of a port = 200,000 square meters,
0 Coastal tourism

= 20,000 square meters,

0 Aquaculture

= 10,000 square meters. s»

Using the figures from the aforementioned study as a guideline, with a yearly saving

of US $ 6044 per acreper year, or US $ 1.50 per square meter per year, yearly savings
in direct relation to the area can thus be calculated. This savings will be lost when

altemative water supply sources must be sought. It can therefore be considered a
legitimate environmental loss (cost) as a direct result of development in the area. For
the purpose of this study, the costs at the rate of US $ 1.50 per square meter are:

0 Development of a port = US $ 300,000 (1.50 x 200,000)
0 Coastal tourism

= US $ 30,000 (1.50 x 20,000)

2°supranote ll.
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0 Aquaculture

= US $ 15,000 (1.50 x 10,000)

Discounting at 6% indeﬁnitely;

PV-Waterpm

= 300,000 (1+0.05)/0.05 = US $ 5.3 million (row h, column 3)

PV-Water,ou,i,,,, = 30,000 (1+0.05)/0.05 = US $ 0.53 million, rounded off to US $

0.5 million (row h, column 4)
PV-Water,,qum,.,m = 15,000 (1+0.05)/0.05 = US S 0.265 million, rounded off to US

$ 0.3 million (row h, column 5)

4.6.4 Ecological Commodity Output (column 8 and 9)
4.6.4.1 Erosion (column 8)

Assigning of monetary values for erosion and pollution will depend upon the type of
parameter (from the list on page 40) affected, in relation to the development. This

entails the usage of a different methodology for different parameters.

4.6.4.1.] Development of port (row d, column 8)

The environmental loss due to development of port (as delineated in Chapter 3) is loss

of timber and fisheries as a result of mangrove destruction. Further, the loss is also in
the form of loss in potential for storm protection andtnattzral sewage treatment by the

destruction of marshes. Change-in-productivity technique is suggested for monetary
valuation in case of the former, and Replacement-cost technique is suggested for the
latter.

4.6.4.1.1.l Change-in-productivity technique
The concept

Market prices can often be used to value the output from a productive process and

environmental degradation often affects such processes.

In these circumstances,

values for a change in the environment can be derived from the associated change in

.

.

27

productivity .

.

.

One cost to the society of felling of mangrove forests for the

development of a port is the loss in timber output. This loss can be measured as the

decrease in income from logging, which can be assessed in the following two ways":

0 Loss in income due to failure to harvest existing forest;

0 Loss in income due to failure to harvest the subsequent harvest after regeneration.

As per studies conducted in Ecuador”, about 75,000 hectares of shrimp fanns are
built on mangrove areas. In The Philippines, mangroves have declined from 400,000
- 500,000 hectares in 1920s to 140,000 hectares in 199430. Sixty percent of this

decrease is due to conversion into culture ponds for fish and prawns. It amounts to

about 186,000 hectares of mangrove forest area. In a study conducted by Pillay

(l992)J', scales of impact commonly encountered with destructive uses of mangrove
ecosystems have been summarised. Among them, the scale of impact by conversion
to aquaculture is felt to be between 100 - 10,000 hectares of conversion.

Further, taking for instance, the case of Malaysian, mangroves are spread along the
coastline and cover roughly 350,000 hectares (1 hectare = 10,000 square meters). The

wood is used for charcoal and construction material. More importantly, there has

been a positive correlation ascertained between mangroves and fisheries production.
The study did not indicate the methodology used to airive at this conclusion, but

showed a table comparing two coastal areas, with and without mangrove vegetation,

and the subsequent production of ﬁsh stocks. There was a marked difference between
the fish stocks in the two regions.

Fish stocks in the mangrove region far

outnumbered the stocks in the non-mangrove region. The fish production, directly
related to the existence of mangroves amounted to 301,558 metric tonnes in 1996 and
“Ahmad N.J. (1993), The Rural Development and Environmental Protection Project in the Day Forest

Djibouti : A Case Study.
lbid.
19Meltzoff Sarah K. & LiPuma E. (1986), The Social and Political Economy of Coastal Zone
Management : Shrimp Mariculrure in Ecuador.
3°Primavera J.H. (1994), Intensive Prawn Fanning in the Philippines 2Ecological, Social and
Economic Implications.
3' Pillay T.V.R. (1992), Aquaculture and the Environment.
31International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation Association Report Series (1996),
Vol. 4 - Biological Impacts of Oil Pollution : Mangroves.
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61,135 metric tonnes of prawns. In yet another similar study in The Philippines, a

positive correlation of 0.72 was found between mangroves and fish stocks”,
indicating a close direct relation. The valuation for the purpose of this study has been
restricted to an area of 200,000 square meters (20 hectares) for port development. It

can be seen from the above explanation of the relationship between the mangrove and
fish stocks that a linear relation exists. Other things remaining constant, it can be said

that for an area of 200,000 square meters of mangrove forests, the fish stock amounts
to 17.215 metric tonnes and 3.50 metric tonnes of prawns. Valuing the fish at an
average price of US $ 5000 per metric tonne and prawns at US $ 10,000 per metric

tonne, figure of US $ 86,075 and US $ 35,000 for fish and prawns respectively is thus

calculated.

The destruction of mangroves, and subsequently the development of the port will
cause a pennanent loss of fish stock in the area, therefore, this ﬁgure is discounted at

6% for an indefinite period;

PV = x(1+r) /r where, r = 0.06, x,~,S,,
= 86,075 and xpmw,= 35,000.

PV-Fishpon = US $ 1.52 million

PV-Prawnpon = US $ 618,333. Therefore, the total loss amounts to:

PVW, = US $ 2.14 million.

The same methodology is used to assign value for destruction of mangrove forest

for development of coastal tourism and aquaculture.

The loss in quantity therefore is:

Loss due to coastal tourism (20,000 square meters or 2 hectares) = (301,558 /
350,342) x 2

= 1.722 metric tons of fish;
and (61,135 / 350,342) x 2 = 0.35 metric tons prawns.

3]supranole 30.
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Loss due to aquaculture is (10,000 square meters or 1 hectare):
(301,558 / 350,342) x 1 = 0.861 metric tons ﬁsh and;

(61,135 / 350,342)-x 1 = 0.175 metric tons ofprawns.

Using the same price for valuation, for tourism losses;

1.722 x $ 5,000 = US $ 8610
0.350 X$ 10,000 = US $ 3500

Discounting these ﬁgures for an indeﬁnite period at 6%;
PV-Fish,,,,,,,,,.,,= 86lO(1+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 152,110

PV-Prawn,,,,,,,5,,,= 3500(1+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 61,833

PV,,,,,,,,,,,= US $213,943.

And for aquaculture losses;
0.861 x $ 5,000 = US $ 4305

0.175 x $10,000 = US $1750

Discounting these ﬁgures indeﬁnitely at 6%;
Fish,,,,,,,,c,,,,,,,e
= 4305(l+0.06)/0.06

= US $ 76,055

Prawn,q,,w,,,u,e= l750(1+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 30,917

PV,q,m,,,,,,,e=US $ 106,972.

Valuation of mangrove wood can also be ascertained through market prices,
depending upon the use it is put to. For the purpose of this analysis, values of
US $ 5 million, $ 500,000 and $ 250,000 are used for losses due to port development,

coastal tourism and aquaculture respectively (they are in direct relation to the area
involved) . It is to be noted that these ﬁgures are indicating the annual loss of revenue

from logging of timber on a sustainable basis.

Discounting at 6% indeﬁnitely

(because the mangroves will be lost forever) ﬁgures of US S 88.33 million, US S 8.83

million and US $ 4.42 million, for port, coastal tourism and aquaculture are
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calculated respectively.

The value of losing the beneﬁt from destruction of

mangroves amounts to:

loss of mangrove wood + loss of ﬁsh and prawn stocks

port development : US $ 88.33 million + US $ 2.14 million = US S 90.47 million.
coastal tourism

: US $ 8.83 million + US $ 213,943 million = US S 9.04 million

aquaculture

: US $ 4.42 million + US $ 106,972 million = US $ 4.53 million

In order to consider the valuation of destruction of marshes, it was envisaged in
Chapter 3 that one of the economic beneﬁts to be considered for marshes is that they

act as a natural barrier in front of sea walls as storm protection. Their destruction

would require an increase in height of the sea wall to provide the same degree of
protection. Second, destruction of marshes is also to be valued against the high cost

of artiﬁcial waste treatment plants, as marshes remove and assimilate sewage
nutrients. In this case the Replacement-Cost technique is used.

4.6.4.1.l.2 The concept of Replacement-Cost technique

The technique identiﬁes the expenditure necessary to replace an environmental
resource, service or asset. Expenditure actually incurred on replacement is a measure

of the minimum willingness to pay to continue to receive a particular beneﬁt".

In the former case (barrier for stonn protection), the costs incurred in increasing the

height of the sea wall are taken as the direct enviromnental cost. It can be ascertained

by the market price of the entire construction. Arbitrary values of US $ 0.5 million,
US $ 0.25 million and US S 0.125 million for development of port, coastal tourism

and aquaculture are used respectively.

In the latter case (removal and assimilation of sewage), the example of a sewage
treatment plant at Malmo, Sweden, (as indicated during the ﬁeld study to the waste
and sewage treatment plant at Malmo, Sweden, in September 1996) that was built at
N supranote 7.
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the cost of SEK 25 million or US $ 3.15 million. The same ﬁgure can be used as a

guideline. In the real scenario it would be fairly straightfonvard to obtain the actual

cost of such a plant. However, for the purpose of this study, an assumption is made

that the size of such a treatment plant, and subsequently its costs, will be in direct

relation to the extent of loss of marsh land. The larger the area of marshes lost, the
larger the loss of assimilative capacity to treat sewage. Hence, the ﬁgure of US S 3.15

million is considered for the development of the port with an area of 200,000 square
meters. The costs of the treatment plant for coastal tourism (for a loss of 20,000

square meters of marsh area) and aquaculture (for a loss of 10,000 square meters of

marsh area) are reduced proportionally.

Therefore, for coastal tourism;
3,150,000 (20,000/200,000) = US $ 315,000

For aquaculture,
3,150,000 (10,000/200,000) = US $ 157,500.
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At this point another assumption is made that the operation and

maintenance costs of the plant is in direct relation to the size of the plant. The biggest
plant, for the purpose of the study, is in case of the development of the port, and is set
at the cost of US $ 3.15 million. It is assumed that expenditure for operation and

maintenance will be_US $ 500,000 per annum. Therefore, the plant in the case of

coastal tourism will be:
500,000 (315,000 / 3,150,000) = US $ 50,000 and,

for aquaculture;
500,000 (157,500 / 3,150,000) = US $ 25,000.

Discounting these figures at 6% for an indeﬁnite period;

PV ,,m,,,I,,,,,,,,,,,|,,,,,:500,000 (l+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 8.83 million (operational cost);

PV mm, ,,,,,,,,,,,:50,000 (l+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 883,333 (operational cost);
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PV ,,,l,,,,,,,,,m:25,000 (l+0.06)/0.06 = US S 441,667 (operational cost).

Therefore, the total cost from loss of marshes is given by:

capital cost of building sea wall + capital cost of setting sewage treatment plant +

Present Value of operational costs of sewage treatment plant;
Development of Port
US $ 0.5 million + US $ 3.15 million + US $ 8.83 million = US $ 12.48 million

Coastal Tourism
US $ 0.25 million + US $ 0.315 million + US S 0.883 million = US S 1.448 million

Aquaculture
US $ 0.125 million + US $ 0.158 million + US $ 0.442 million = US $ 0.725

million.

Finally, the total cost of erosion, as a fallout of development of the port, coastal
tourism and aquaculture, is given by:

(loss of mangrove wood + loss of fish and prawn stocks) + (capital cost of

building sea wall + capital cost of setting sewage treatment plant + Present Value

of operational costs of sewage treatment plant);

Development of Port;
(US $ 90.47 million) + (US $ 12.48 million) = US $ 102.95 million, rounded off to

US $ 103 million (row d, column 8);

Coastal Tourism;
(US $ 9.04 million) + (US $ 1.448 million) = US S 10.488 million;

Aquaculture;
(US $ 4.53 million) + (US $ 0.725 million) = US $ 5.255 million, rounded off to US
$ 5.3 million (row 1',column 8).
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4.6.4.2 Coastal Tourism (row e, column 8)

The above calculation for erosion from coastal tourism was a result of destruction of
mangrove forests and marsh lands. There is yet another parameter, under the generic

heading of erosion that requires quantification, and that is destruction of sand dunes
and beach erosion. It is not always necessary that a tourist attraction be created in an

area adjacent to a natural beach. Today, artiﬁcial beaches are created as and when

required. Human activity on sandy coastal features such as the beaches, creates a loss

of natural binding property of sand and thereby causing beach erosion. Such a
phenomenon is more prevalent in the case of artificial beaches. However, artificial

beaches also require constant replenishments of sand to keep them attractive for

tourists.

In an absence of replenishment, it will not only become unattractive to

tourists, but also accentuate coastal erosion, through starting the process of beach
erosion. Therefore, in this case the cost of creating or replenishing an artificial beach
is considered a legitimate cost of abating beach erosion. This is achieved by using

Replacement-Cost Technique.

4.6.4.2.]

Replacement - Cost Technique and valuation from destruction of sand

dunes and beach erosion

Sun and sand are the calling cards of coastal resorts. For the tour operators, selling
the coastal paradise ,becomes difﬁcult if the beaches blow away.

This is what

happened when hurricane Andrew hit the Florida coast in 1993. In one case, the US

Army Corps of Engineers had to restore a beach at a cost of US $ 18 million”. The
costs mainly included the transportation of sand and using it to restore the damaged

section of the beach. In another case in the Caribbean”, beach restoration costs up to
US $ 5 - $ 16 per cubic yard, over and above the mobilisation costs, which may range
between US $ 100,000 and US $ 300,000.

35Dillingham, Maud (1997), Wanted : Tons of Sand for Miami Beaches.
1°Caribbean Coastal Studies (1997), “When the Beach Disappears....".
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In order to put a monetary value for the prevention of beach erosion, it is reasonable
to compare the cost involved in restoring a beach as indicated above. Since the area

of restoration was not mentioned in the study over which US $ 18 million was spent,
for the purpose of this study, an arbitrary value of US $ 1 million is used. In actual

practice, ascertaining the costs of beach restoration are fairly straightforward. The
point here is not whether the area is prone to hunicanes or not. The cost indicates a

loss of a service that is provided naturally. The costs therefore will be a measure of

environmental benefit that would accrue over time from preventing beach erosion.

The costs of restoring the beach is discounted indeﬁnitely because the beach will be
eroding constantly so long as tourists ﬂock the coastal resorts in a particular area.

This is due to the prevalence of continuous human activities on the beaches that cause
the sand to lose its binding property and make it susceptible to erosion. Thus, the

beach will be vulnerable to such human attack continuously and will require

replenishment (with sand) and restoration on a regular basis.
PV = 1,000,000(1+0.06) / 0.06 = $ 17.667 million.

total cost of erosion from development of coastal tourism;
(cost of destruction of mangrove forests + marsh lands) + (cost of destruction of

sand dunes and beach restoration);
US $ 10.488 million + US $ 17.667 million = US $ 28.155 million rounded off to

US $ 28.2 million (row e, column 8).

4.6.5 Pollution (column 9)

4.6.5.1 Development of port (row d, column 9)

The problem of marine pollution associated with a port can be considered on two
levels - accidental and operational. The costs associated with accidental pollution will

relate directly to the money spent on contingency planning, preparedness and
response.

With the operational pollution, the costs associated with preventive

measures to mitigate the risk of pollution will constitute a measure and cost of the
polluting activities. First, all possible environmental deterioration should be listed
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and an estimation of deterioration costs, both direct and indirect, be made. To achieve

this, a list oftechniques used for this study is delineated below.

4.6.5.1.] Operational Pollution
Table 8

Valuation techniques for operational pollution

to pursue

dredging activities?
an

provided by the port?
to treat

MARPOL Annex.I, II, V wastes?

waste management

plan of the port?
port

navigation?

4.6.5.1.1.l Dredging and Relocation-Cost technique
The concept of the technique" is to ascertain the cost of relocation of individual
activities. Since one form of the environmental impacts of dredging activities can be
the reduction in fish stocks (where the dredged spoil has been disposed), the cost of

relocation of the fishing community can be an estimate of the benefit from avoiding
the damage. This requires clariﬁcation. The disposal of dredged spoil in an area can

be detrimental to the surrounding marine environment and the fish stocks.

The

fishing community that had been fishing in the area may have to relocate themselves

as a result of reduction in ﬁsh stocks caused by disposal activity. This may require
17Meier, Peter & Munasinghe M. (1993), Incorporating Environmental Costs in Power Development
Planning : A Case Study of Sri Lanka.

travelling greater distances in order to catch ﬁsh. It will continue, for the area where
the fish was being caught earlier, it will never revert to its original state. Relocation

here is not meant to indicate shifting of a ﬁshing community once and for all, but
having to travel greater distances everyday to a different area. The rationale is that the

physical activity (fishing) can no longer operate effectively at its existing location due

to changed environmental conditions. The strength of the technique is that it provides
a direct way to incorporate damage costs into the valuation process.

If the

maintenance of the port would cause some other activity or facility to relocate, the
relocation costs are a legitimate charge associated with the environmental
deterioration of the region. An arbitrary value of US $ 100,000 is therefore assumed.
Since the port is considered to have an indefinite life period, so will the dredging

activity. Thus, the ﬁgure is also discounted for an indefinite period at 6%;

Pvd,,,,m = 100,000(l+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 1.77 million.

4.6.5.l.1.2 Preventive-expenditure technique” .

The concept of preventive-expenditure technique is that expenditures to prevent
environmental damage will be made when it is believed that the benefits from the
damage that is avoided exceeds the payments to prevent it. The expenditure so

incurred is thus a legitimate estimation of the willingness to pay to protect the

environment. The strength of the technique lies in that it provides a theoretically

correct measure of welfare and the expenditure is readily observed.

4.6.5.l.l.2.1

Reception facility

Ports receive a wide variety of oily mixtures. Oily wastes can be divided into the

following main groups:

0 Used lubricating oil;
0 Fuel residues;
0 Sludge;

33Markandya, Anil et.al (1990), Blueprint for Green Economy.
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0 Oily bilge water;
0 Dirty ballast water;

0 Oily tank washings.

Primarily, it will be important to quantify the types and amount of oily wastes that
will be expected to be handled by the port. This infonnation is crucial in the planning

process with regard to purchasing equipment, providing trained personnel and also
with regard to the eventual process of treatment and final disposal.

The operating costs include:

Capital costs (interest and depreciation) of equipment, land acquisition;

Labour, including for operation of facilities, supervision, administration and

training of personnel;
Maintenance and spare parts;
Other consumable such as, power and chemicals;

Cost for ﬁnal disposal of wastes.

4.6.5.1.1.2.2 Waste management plan of the port

The cost for waste management within a port will include:

0 Capital costs for number of trucks employed to collect the waste;
0 The labour employed;

0 Maintenance of cleaning equipment and spare parts;

0 Cost of disposal and treatment (if any) of wastes.

4.6.5.l.l.2.3

How extensive is the Vessel Traffic System (VTS)?

The level of VTS is of great value and importance in the operation of ports and is a

function of the degree of risk associated with approaches to a port.

Conducting

marine traffic management is to. reduce the threat of accidents and thus the pollution
to the marine environment. It is thus a preventive measure. The costs will include:
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Capital costs of charting the area;
Capital cost of constructing the control tower;

Capital cost of other equipment, such as tugs;

Maintenance of equipment and spare parts;
Personnel to maintain and man the VTS;

4.6.5.1.l.2.4 How effective is the pilotage?

An effective pilotage enhances the safe movement of vessels within the congested

limits of ports, thereby reducing the potential threat of an accident and subsequently
marine pollution.

An investment in pilotage services is a preventive measure to

mitigate the risk of pollution. However, mere availability of service is not a sufficient
factor in itself. Pilotage services need to be reliable, efficient and competent to be

considered effective. The cost of pilotage as a preventive expense include:

0' Capital cost of pilot boats;

0 Training of pilots;
0 Salary of pilots;
0 Maintenance cost of pilot boats and spare parts.

4.6.5.l.1.2.5 What is the standard of aids to navigation?

Some degree of navigational aids are customary features of most, if not all, ports.

However, their existence in itself is a proof of their necessity to affect safe trafﬁc
movement within a port. The preventive costs will include:

0 Capital cost of installation;
0 Salary of personnel maintaining the equipment;
0 Maintenance costs and spare parts.

The parameters that would fonn the preventive-expenditure have been delineated
above. The costs of these expenditures are direct. An arbitrary value (for all of them)
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of US $ 10 million as a one time capital cost is used. Capital costs are not required to

be discounted. On the other hand, operational and maintenance costs are assumed to

be US $ 2 million per annum.

This expenditure will be incurred throughout the

lifetime of the port, and hence are required to be discounted for an indeﬁnite period
(at 6%);
PV,,[,m,,°,,,,.I,,,,,,,,,,,,,
= 2,000,000 (l+0.06)/0.06 = US S 35.33 million

Therefore, the total cost of operational pollution is given by:

capital cost of investment + Present Value of operational costs
= US $ 10 million + US $ 35.33 million = US $ 45.33 million.

4.6.5.1.2 Accidental Pollution

The ability to respond effectively to a maritime accident is dependent on a number of
factors. It depends mainly upon:

How well equipped is the overall command structure;
How well equipped and trained is the Coast Guard or any other equivalent marine

office to respond to a maritime accident;

The level of equipment;
The level of training to respond to the worst probable incident.

The expenditure incurred directly for the command infrastructure development, the

purchase and maintenance of equipment, training of personnel, research and

development will constitute the preventive-expenditure. For the purpose of the study
an arbitrary value of US $ 2 million is used for the capital costs, and US $ 500,000 for

yearly operational and maintenance costs.

Discounting operational costs for an

indefinite period at 6%;
PVmm,,,,,,, l,,,,,,,,,,,,,= 500,000(1+0.06)/0.06 = US S 8.83 million.
Therefore,

the total cost of ac_c_i_cL¢,n_t_a1_p_oﬂ3.i_t_i9_n
is given by;

capital cost of investment for infrastructure and equipment + Present Value of

operational costs
= US $ 2 million + US $ 8.83 million = US $ 10.83 million.

4.6.5.l.3 Air pollution

Wind blown dust can be a major problem, and to some extent the emissions from

ships. Coal dust, bauxite, phosphorus are typical materials being handled in bulk in
ports and are the parameters to be considered to assign a value to air pollution.

4.6.S.l.3.1 Indirect valuation”

Indirect valuation for benefit estimation does not measure direct revealed preferences
for environmental goods in question.

Instead, a “dose-response” relationship is

calculated between pollution and its effect. Dose-response means the effect of a

pollutant after a given dose (of the pollutant) has been released. The response of the
public toward the result of the dose of the pollutant on the environment is a measure

of the preference for the enviromnent. Indirect valuation deals with the application of
the preference. It is indirect because direct preference for the environment in question

is not being quantified. What is being quantified is the level of preference for the

environment after the dose of the pollutant has been applied. Examples of dose
response include the effect on human health, physical depreciation of material assets

such as buildings and the effect of air pollution on aquatic ecosystems.

The dose-response approach tends to be used when it is thought that people are

unaware of the effects that pollution causes. It is ideally suited for air pollution
problems. The technique establishes that if there is some damage, and it can be linked
to a cause, the relation between that cause and effect is the dose-response linkage.

Once the dose-response relationship is established, indirect approaches then utilise
valuations which are applied to the responses. Dose-response approaches estimate the

“damage” actually done. They show, for example, the number of fatalities due to

sulphur oxide (S0,) pollution.

A damage function relates physical damage done to the level of pollution and a

“monetary damage function" is then the physical damage function multiplied by a unit
” OECD, Paris (1989), Environmental Policy Beneﬁts : Monetary Valuation.
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“price" per unit of physical damage. The unit price is the price of restoration of
damage.

4.6.5.1.3.2 Pollution and health

The critical issue is in the estimation of the dose-response relationship and ill-health.
The procedure is to collect data related to ill-health, including mortality, and relate the

data to the parameters that cause pollution in the area being studied.

Virtually all the work relating to air-pollution and mortality and morbidity has been
carried out in the United States.

In a report published by the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)4°, a statistically significant

relationship was found between two air pollutants - sulphate and particulate (total

suspended particulate or TSP) - and mortality. These two pollutants are important

from the point of view of this study, for sulphur oxide emissions from ships are

converted to sulphate on mixing with oxygen in the atmosphere“. Whereas, the level

of TSP will be a function of bulk cargo dust blown by the wind. A system of
regression equations was used to estimate monetary benefit from reduction in air

pollution. The parameters taken into account were:

0 Percentage of population under 65 years;

0 Measure of population density;
0 Minimum values of sulphur emissions.

The conclusion indicated that a 1% reduction in air pollution would give rise to a

0.12% reduction in mortality. Applying some “value of life" estimates, the study

concluded that this reduction in mortality translates to a monetary benefit of reduced
pollution of $ 16.1 billion at 1973 prices, which is a direct cost of environmental

damage. The study did not indicate the extent of the area taken into consideration.

But quantification of air pollution damage is possible and has been carried out
‘Osupranote 39.
" This was revealed by the visiting professor, Dr. Herb Curl while lecturing on the module “Chronic
sources of marine pollution“ in June 1997.
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CXt°“3iVCi)’ in NOTW3)’. German)’. United States and The Netherlands“

The

monetary values indicated for these countries is either as a percentage of GNP or in

billions of dollars. Therefore, the ﬁgures are at a national level.

4.6.5.1.3.3 Air pollution and morbidity

It was further assumed by the study” that the pollution-mortality relation holds good

for pollution-morbidity as well. The health data of 50,000 households was matched
with the population data and morbidity measured in two ways:
0 By days absent from work or “work less days” (WLD);

I By indicators of days affected by ill-health or “restrictive activity days” (RAD).

The WLD measures relate to workers only, while RAD relates to workers and non

workers.

It was concluded that 1% reduction in air pollution resulted in 0.45%

reduction in WLD and 0.39% for RAD.

Dose-response studies do not allow for the fact that medical services will be

demanded by an individual as a “defensive” expenditure against pollution.

The

“health capital” approach assumes that individuals choose a stock of health which in
turn is determined positively by medical services, over which the individual has some
control, and negatively by air pollution, over which the individual has little or no

control.

In this way, the individual's welfare is partly a function of pollution 

pollution affects health, and health is affected by medical services bought to offset the

effects of pollution. But there are a number of questions that can prove to be difficult
to answer. For instance, the concept of “value of life”.

This is a contentious area.

However, the basic principle here also is that social

valuation should reﬂect willingness to pay. It is natural that individuals would be
willing to pay virtually nothing for a given increase in their mortality. Conversely,

they would expect a phenomenally large amount of money as a compensation for a

‘2xupranore 6.
43
supranote 39.
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given decrease in mortality. But, projects do not deal with prospects of life or death

of speciﬁc individuals.

Rather, they (projects) give rise to change in mortality of

population being affected and hence, the probability of death for individual members

of the said population. Though fraught with difficulties, to come to a realistic ﬁgure
for “social valuation" of an individual, one approach can be to ascertain the difference

in wage rate expected with the increase in riskiness of the job (in this case associated
with the port). It can be ascertained from observed behaviour that wage rates will be

higher for riskier jobs. Suppose, there are a 1,000 employees working in the port and

that other things (skill etc.) being equal, the probability of premature death increases
by a factor of 0.001 as a result of air pollution in the port, is associated with an
increase in the annual wage of US $ 1000. This is the compensation required by a

“typical" individual for a probable increase in mortality of 0.001.

So, for 1,000

people, the total willingness to pay, per annum, to reduce this 0.001 probability of

premature death would be :
US $ 1,000 x 1,000 = US $ 1,000,000.

But, a reduction in probability of 0.001 for 1000 people means one fewer premature

death (0.001 x 1000 = 1). Therefore, US $ 1,000,000 can be assumed to be the

social valuation of saving one life. For purpose of this study the above approach
may suffice, however in real life, this would constitute an incomplete evaluation
because the cost of living has not been taken into account. For instance, life is valued
much higher in the USA than in India!

Furthermore, this quantification is on an annual basis and would continue throughout
the time the port, and the resulting air pollution, exists.

discounted at 6% for an indefinite period;
1,000,000 (1+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 17.67 million.

Hence, the figure is

4.6.5.l.3.4 Air pollution and materials corrosion

Air pollution affects exposed surfaces and causes corrosion of metals and

deterioration of building surfaces. The sulphur emissions from ships and suspended
particulate from the port come into this category.

A study carried out in the USA in 1986“, in four cities (Cincinnati, New Haven,

Pittsburgh and Portland) estimated a dose-response relationship relating rates of
materials erosion to levels of sulphur dioxide. This relationship was then used against

the inventory of building materials used, and the subsequent loss of physical

quantities of materials due to these fonns of air pollution was obtained. Economic
valuation followed using the following parameters:

That the building maintenance rate would be such as to maintain the building as

though there was no pollution;
That the materials used would be those that were currently being used at their

market prices;
That the labour required for maintenance was to be valued at its current market
wage.

The ﬁgures thus obtained are then considered to be an estimate of damage done by air
pollution.

A yearly damage of US $ 1 million is used. PV after discounting is

PV,,,l,,,,,um,,,= 1,000,000 (1+0.06)/0.06 = US S 17.67 million.

The total cost from air pollution is:
cost of air pollution on mortality + cost of air pollution on materials corrosion;
US $ 17.67 million + US $ 17.67 million = US $ 35.33 million.

Therefore, the total

" "

damage from oort ‘

‘ is;

Pvopcrntionnl pollutlon + Pvnccldcntal pollutlon+ Pvnlr pollution;

US $ 45.33 million + US $ 10.83 million + US $ 35.33 million = US $ 91.49 million,

rounded off to US S 91.5 million (row d, column 9)

44

supranore 6
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4.6.5.2 Coastal Tourism (row e, column 9)

Pollution from tourism is generally limited to the marine environment as the industry

is considered to be a proverbial “smokeless industry”. There is a very limited scope

for air pollution to be considered in proportion to air pollution caused by power
generation for local population. But this population is likely to be very small. Thus,

only the marine environmental impacts are dealt with for this sector.

The quantification approach uses the preventive-expenditure technique in order to
place an economic value on the expenditure incurred for sewage treatment plants and
incineration plants to manage the garbage. Since it can be valued directly through the
market prices in an actual situation, the same figure (as mentioned earlier) of US $

3.15 million for a sewage treatment plant, has been used. For an incineration plant the

figure of US $ 3.80 million (referring to the cost of such plant built at SEK 30 million
in Malrno', Sweden.

This figure was obtained during a field study in September

l996). It is important to note at this juncture that the above costs of the two plants are
not double counting. The reader might be tempted to comment so, because such costs

have been used earlier in this study. In the earlier section, the cost of the sewage

treatment plant has been used to quantify loss of assimilative capacity (to treat sewage
naturally) of mangrove forests. Here, the cost of such plants have been used to

quantify the prevention of damage to the marine environment from disposal of sewage
and garbage from the coastal tourism industry. The methodology is same but the
issues are different. Hence, it is not double counting. Furthermore, since these are

one time capital investments, they are not been discounted. However, the annual

operation and maintenance costs should be discounted. It is assumed that expenditure
for operation and maintenance will be US $ 500,000 per annum in case of the sewage
treatment plant and US $ 750,000 in case of the garbage incineration plant.

Therefore, the PV after discounting indetinitelyat 6% is given as:

Pvmg, = 500,000 (l+0.06) / 0.06 = US $ 8.83 million;
PVg,,b,ge=750,000 (l+0.06) / 0.06 = US $ 13.25 million.

Therefore, total enviromnental cost from sewage;

capital cost of plant + Present Value of operation and maintenance
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US $ 3.15 million + US $ 8.83 million = US $ 11.98 million, and,

in case of garbage incineration;
US $ 3.80 million + US $ 13.25 million = US $ 17.05 million.

Therefore, total cost of pollution from the coastal tourism sector:
US $ 11.98 million + US $ 17.05 million = US $ 29.03 million, rounded off to US

29 million (row e, column 9).

4.6.5.3 Aquaculture (row 1',column 9)

Large amounts of freshwater are required to dilute the seawater that is used for

aquaculture in order to maintain the required level of salinity for aquaculture of

various species. The most common source of obtaining freshwater for aquaculture
purposes is from underground aquifers. The massive extraction of freshwater from
underground aquifers for salinity control poses a serious threat to the environment. In
a study conducted in The Philippines 45, estimates showed that roughly 6600 cubic

meters of freshwater is needed to dilute full seawater in a one hectare pond at one

meter depth over a cropping period of four months. The emptied aquifers are subject
to saltwater intrusion. The water-level decline eventually leads to land depression.

The same study has indicated that in Taiwan, settling of land due to excessive

pumping of groundwater by fish farms has caused two-storied houses to become one
storied bungalows! In addition to land depression, the :.oil composition may change

adversely or even irreversibly, affecting the adjacent agriculture production.

Another environmental effect of aquaculture is that it is one of the common causes of

eutrophication“.

The deleterious effects of eutrophication have consequent impacts

on water quality and living resource habitats. Large inputs of chemically treated and

nutrient rich water and discharge of wastes containing dissolved organic matter into
the marine environment (from the fish farms), production of hydrogen sulphide (HZS)
in the vicinity of the fanns (HZSis highly soluble in water), degrades the environment,

'5 supranore 20.
“' Ibid.

and leads to hypoxia and the death of sensitive organisms with high oxygen
requirements such as ﬁsh.

In view of the above, to value the pollution from aquaculture, it is reasonable to use

the change-in-productivity technique to measure the reduction in agriculture produced
(salt-contaminated ground water) and reduction in ﬁsh stocks (eutrophication). To

measure the change in agriculture productivity can be relatively straightforward and

can be related directly to non-availability of water for agriculture over a period of
time.

However, measuring the reduction in ﬁsh stocks can be difﬁcult (but not

impossible). The author’s research did not reveal any quantiﬁcation methodologies
that could be related, except, a brief mention in a GESAMP report No. 3947, that

referred to the unusual algae bloom which occurred along the coasts of Denmark,
Norway and Sweden in 1988, as a result of a high input of nutrient rich water. The

bloom resulted in a loss of over $10 million to the Norwegian ﬁsh industry. The
study did not indicate, whether this loss was a direct result of aquaculture. It is being

mentioned here to indicate that such measurement is a possibility, even though the

attribution of cost may not yet be a fully developed process.

Therefore, for this study an arbitrary amount of $1 million each, annually, is chosen

for productivity loss of agriculture and ﬁsheries. This loss will be present throughout
the time the aquaculture farms are present. However, it is further assumed that after

the removal of farms the quality of the marine environment does not revert to its
original condition. Hence, the loss in productivity is caused indeﬁnitely. The ﬁgures

are thus, discounted at 6% for an indeﬁnite period;
PV = 1,000,000 (l+0.06)/0.06 = US $ 17.67 million.
The amount is US $ 17.67 million each. Thus, the total loss is US $ 35.33 million,

rounded off to US $ 35.3 million (row 1',column 9).

" GESAMP (1990), The State of the Marine Environment.
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4.7 Unvalued parameters

There is yet another crucial point. The following parameters are difficult to quantify.

The destruction of wildlife habitat which would be involved in going ahead with any
of the projects. If visitors to the area are the only people whose utility will be affected

by the destruction of the wildlife habitat, such destruction would not be an additional
cost to charge against the project. This is because in counting their willingness to pay

for the loss of wilderness facility, we have counted the loss they suffer from not being
able to see the wildlife. However, it is not reasonable to assume that the visitors to the

area are the only people to derive satisfaction from the existence of plant and animal
populations. It is reasonable to assume that at least some people den've satisfaction

from the knowledge that rare plant and animal species exist in natural habitats quite

independently of their own prospects of ever visiting such habitats. Also, the loss of
species means loss for scientific study and research in the future. This is where the

difficulty in quantiﬁcation procedures is apparent. Not only is willingness to pay for
habitat preservation not observable from market behaviour, it is not clear what
indirect approaches (such as used above) could be used.

A second parameter relates to aquaculture projects:

The cage farms (especially if there is a large cluster) cause a hindrance to the free

ﬂow of tidal water and may augment the building up of sediments. This can be
detrimental to marine organisms and can disrupt the local food chain;

The release of exotics as well as farmed fish into the environment can have adverse

effects. Besides perdition or competition with local fauna, there are dangers of

hybridisation and reduction in genetic diversity;

Disposal of diseased farmed stock into the surrounding marine environment;

LT

A study conducted by Pillay (l992)“, states"that there is evidence to show that

disturbances caused by location of farms near the feeding grounds of birds and
aquatic mammals, and anti-predator measures taken by farmers can affect the

birds’ or mammals’ population size or established habitats.

ll

‘ Supranole 31.
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What can be done, is to go ahead with the input - output analysis and subsequently the

cost - beneﬁt analysis without assigning a value to the destruction of the wildlife
habitats. If, in the end, the project does not pass the positive NPV test, then assigning

a value to these unvalued parameters becomes irrelevant. On the other hand, if the

project does pass the test, then its size may suggest the magnitude of the willingness
to pay for any or all of the unvalued parameters in order for it to be socially

undesirable to proceed with the project.

It is then possible to consider whether

willingness to pay for them is sufficiently large to stop the project. Such a procedure

can create a public debate on the project and stimulate efforts to infer the size of

willingness to pay for any unvalued parameters.

4.8 Solving the Matrix”

In evaluating many environmental issues, it may be possible to distinguish between
such factors as inputs to an industry production process (for example, land

reclamation for port development) and those factors viewed as outputs generated by

the production process (for example, destruction of mangrove forests and the potential

threat of pollution of the marine environment). It might further be possible to view all
these factors as ﬂows into and out of the ecosystem in which the economic system
exists, that is, as ecological input and output commodities. The idea is to indicate and

highlight the importance of considering the interdependence among the sectors, at
both the economic and ecological levels.

It is not the intention of the author to exasperate the reader with mathematical jargon
at this ‘stage. The importance of input-output analysis for economic-ecological

commodity ﬂows, over conventional cost-beneﬁt analysis, has already been
highlighted earlier on page 36. However, the solution of the matrix is imperative to
complete the model which is a primary objective of this study.

"The principles and all the solutions of matrix algebra have been taken from:
I

'
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A set of ecological commodities is defined, for the purpose of the study, as inputs 
water and land - the magnitudes of which are captured in a matrix M = [mu], An

element of which reflects the amount of ecological input of type k (land and water)

used in production of economic sector j’s total output (development of the port or
coastal tourism or aquaculture). Similarly, a set of ecological commodity outputs is

deﬁned - for example, the level of erosion. The corresponding matrix of ecological
commodity output flows is N = [njk], an element of which specifies the amount of

ecological commodity output k (erosion and pollution) associated with the output of

producing sector j (development of the port or coastal tourism or aquaculture).

Other elements required for the solution of the matrix are:

l). ,

denoted
byRand
, given
by:

R = M(X)" where, the elements of R = [ rkj] specify the amount of commodity k

required (land and water) per dollar’s worth of output of industry j;

The solution of the matrix of this study gives;
R = 0.432

0.036

0.110

0.129

0.010

0.037

2). ,

denoted
byQand
. given
by;

Q = N'(X)" where,
Q = [qkj] specifies the amount of commodity k generated (erosion and pollution) per

dollar’s worth of output of industry j. The solution of the matrix of this study gives;

Q= 2.232 0.574 4.305
2.512

0.553

0.646

3).

Where,I
isthe
identity
matrix

and A is the matrix that contains the technical coefficients (a technical coefficient is

the ratio of an inter-industry ﬂow to the total output of that sector, e.g. if total output
of development of the port is y units, and x units of the port is used by the coastal

tourism sector, then the technical coefficient in this case will be x/y). The solution of

the matrix of this study gives;
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(I-A)"=

1.340 0.523

0.213

0.032 -0.032 -0.004
0.042

0.028

1.330

NOW.
“Sing
RandQ35Computed.
§

(captured
inmatrix
D

and E)- that is, the ecological commodity input and output coefficients as a function

of final demands, can be written as;
D = R(I-A)" and,

E = Q(I-A)"; therefore,

D=

0.432 0.036
0.129

0.010

0.110
0.037

1.340

x

0.042

Port
1

C/Tourism
l

0.523

0.218

0.032 -0.032 -0.004
0.028

1.330

Aquaculture
1

.'.D = 0.611 0.019

0.182 0.005

0.170 —-?->

Land

0.057——>

Water j-—(1)

Similarly,

E=

2.232

0.574

4.305

2.512

0.558

0.646

X

1.340 0.523

0.042

Port

.'.E=

0.218

0.032 -0.032 -0.004
0.028

1.330

C/Tourism Aquaculture

3.156 0.298

6.647 m”

3.552 0.290 0.9974»

Pollution

Erosion
S

(2)

The elements of D = [ roij ] reﬂect the amount of ecological input i required directly

and indirectly to deliver one unit worth of industry j’s output. Since the unit used is
million US dollars, therefore r0” = 0.611 in matrix (1) indicates that US $ 0.611

million worth of land and r02, = 0.182 indicates US $ 0.182 million worth of water is
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required to deliver US $ 1 million worth of port output. On the other hand, elements
in E = [ qE,j]reﬂect the amount of ecological output i associated with delivering one

unit worth of industry j’s output, directly or indirectly. In this case, for example in
matrix (2), qE,, = 3.156 and qE2, = 3.552 means, that associated with delivering US $

1 million worth of port output, there is US $ 3.156 million and US $ 3.552 million

worth of erosion and pollution. That is to say, a total environmental cost of US $

6.708 million.

Subsequently, the environmental cost of other sectors is calculated as well. This is the

discounted environmental cost component (E,) in the equation;
T
NPV = 2 (B, —C, —E.)/(1+r)‘

t=0

In actual practice, the discounting is normally done for all the costs collectively at the

end. However, in order to elucidate the effectsiof discounting for environmental
losses, it was carried out simultaneously (for an indefinite period). Thus, for the

purpose of the study, it is assumed:

Em, = E,/ (1+r)'; therefore, the formula can be rewritten as;
T

NPV =

[ 2 (B. - C.)/<1+r>‘1
t=0

The Et component so calculated takes a broader look at the environmental cost as it

includes the proportion of environmental cost contributed by the interdependent
sectors to a particular economic sector. Whereas, the resultant figures from matrix D

(ecological commodity input) can also form part of the environmental cost component
B, in the above equation.
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4.8.1 Comparison of environmental costs between the input-output approach
and the conventional approach

What in essence does the solution of the matrix achieve? Or, to rephrase the question

- why put the economic values of environmental damages through the input-output
analysis?

The fundamental purpose of the input-output setting is to analyse the

interdependence of industries. The total output column in Table 4.8, page 83, reflects

this.

Interdependence among the producing (and consuming) sectors requires the

solution of a number (as many as the number of sectors) of linear equations. The
solution is best achieved by using matrix techniques.

Further, the ecological

commodities used (land and water) and the ecological commodities produced (erosion
and pollution), are calculated as a function of the total output. This, in turn would

mean a larger number of linear equations. The answer to the equations through the

solution of the matrix, results in an environmental cost that reﬂects the contribution of
interdependent sectors. This requires clarification.

The clariﬁcation can best be achieved by a comparison between the environmental
cost calculated using IOA and that without using the IOA (referred to as the

conventional approach). In order to achieve the comparison, the following approach
is used and a few assumptions made.

Referring to the conventional

L first. in using the following formula to

calculate the ﬁnal NPV,

NPV = Br ' Cl‘ Br/ (1+r)ts 01' NPV = B1'(Ct+ E1)/ (HT)!

the E, component is arrived at by adding the ecological commodity inputs (land and

water, Table 4.8, page 83) and outputs (erosion and pollution, Table 4.8, page 83). To
that, an arbitrary value of C, is added. The so calculated total cost, if it is less than the

discounted value of benefits (B,), then the NPV will be greater than zero and the

project will meet the test requirements. Therefore, the first assumption made is that
by using the conventional approach, the project will pass the NPV stipulation.

In

order to achieve this, an arbitrary value is chosen for the discounted value of B,5°,

which is marginally greater than the total cost (C, + El), The objective here is to

compare the environmental cost (E,) using the two approaches - conventional and the
one using the IOA. Therefore, for all practical purposes, other values, i.e. of B, and C,

will remain the same when using the two approaches for comparison. What has been

achieved by using IOA on the other hand, is a relationship between per unit output

(beneﬁt) and the subsequent environmental cost.

It therefore becomes fairly

straightforward to calculate the environmental cost using IOA for a given output.

This is achieved by simply multiplying an output (B,) value, by the value of the ratio.

The enviromnental cost so arrived at is then compared with that calculated by the
conventional approach. That is exactly what is shown in the ensuing paragraphs.

The reader would have appreciated by now that while calculating the environmental
costs, the deciding factor was the area on which the development was planned.

However, in a practical situation the amount of area envisaged for development will,

among other variables, also depend upon interdependence with other sectors. For
example, if a port is planned over an area of 100,000 square meters and it is decided

to include passenger tenninals to account for an increased demand from the coastal
tourism sector, then the additional area for expansion can be said to be a result of

interdependence between the two sectors.

The table of economic-ecological

commodity ﬂows is a reﬂection of IOA; the point is that the input-output
methodology in the analysis enters only when the matrix is solved and the resultant

environmental cost is a function of the total output, which in turn reflects the

interdependence among the sectors.

Therefore, it can be logically said that the

methodology of calculating environmental costs, as used in this study, can also be
solely used for the conventional approach.

The second assumption is that the cost component C, in the NPV equation deals with
the infrastructure costs. As a guideline, it is assumed that the infrastructure costs are

5°'I'hecalculation of beneﬁts entails a complete assessment of social beneﬁts that might accrue from a
development project. However, in most cases the beneﬁts are related only with the revenue generation
from the project. Hence, for the purpose of comparison here, the beneﬁts and the revenue from a
sector (total output) are used synonymously.
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the costs incurred by a sector from its own output, i.e. the costs shown in row (1,

column 3 for development of the port, row e, column 4 for coastal tourism and row 1',

column 5 for aquaculture:

Development of the port = US $ 10 million
Coastal tourism

= US $ 25 million

Aquaculture

= US $ 2 million

Since it is a one time capital investment, it is not discounted. However, the annual

maintenance costs are required to be discounted. The following ﬁgures are assumed

as annual operation and maintenance costs;

Development of the port = US $ 1 million

Coastal tourism = US $ 2 million (being a high cost service industry, the figure

chosen for this sector is thus, shown in excess of other two sectors)
Aquaculture = US $ 0.5 million.

Discounting the above figures at 6%

Development ofport = US $ 17.7 million
Coastal tourism = US $ 35.3 million
Aquaculture = US $ 8.8 million.

Therefore, the C, component =
Capital cost + discounted operational and maintenance costs:

Development of the port
US $ 10 million + US $ 17.7 million = US $ 27.7 million
Coastal tourism
US $ 25 million + US $ 35.3 million = US $ 60.3 million

Aquaculture
US $ 2 million + US $ 8.8 million = US $ 10.8 million.
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The E, component is the summation of ecological commodity inputs and outputs:
Development of port
row g, column 3 + row h, column 3 + row d, column 8 + row d, column 9
= US $ 17.7 million + US $ 5.3 million + US $ 103.0 million + US $ 91_5 million

= US $ 217.5 million

Coastal tourism
row g, column 4 + row h, column 4 + row e, column 8 + row e, column 9
= US $ 1.8 million + US $ 0.5 million + US $ 28.2 million + US $ 29.0 million

= US $ 59.5 million

Aquaculture
row g, column 5 + row h, column 5 + row f, column 8 + row f, column 9
= US $ 0.9 million + US $ 0.3 million + US $ 5.3 million + US $ 35.3 million

= US $ 41.8 million.

The total cost, i.e. the total of infrastructure and environmental costs, is therefore
(C. + EJ

Development of port (conventional approach)
US $ 27.7 million + US $ 217.5 million = US $ 245.2 million

Coastal tourism (conventional approach)
US $ 60.3 million + US $ 59.5 million = US $ 119.8 million

Aquaculture (conventional approach)
US $ 10.8 million + US $ 41.8 million = US $ 52.6 million.

As mentioned earlier, the ﬁnal assumption made is that for project to pass the NPV
test the benefits considered are to be marginally larger than the total costs. Therefore,
the assumed benefits from,

Development ofthe port = US $ 246 million
Coastal tourism = US $ 120 million

Aquaculture = US $ 53 million.

Now, considering the innut-output

the ratio of environmental cost to the

total output from the input-output table, and subsequently the environmental cost by
using the above figures for benefits, is given by,

Development of the port (input-output approach)
From the matrix (1), 0.611 + 0.182 = 0.793

From the matrix (2), 3.156 + 3.552 = 6.708
Total = 7.501

Therefore, the total environmental cost as per the IOA is
7.501 x US $ 246 million = US $ 1800 million (rounded of!)

Coastal tourism (input-output approach)
From matrix (1) 0.019 + 0.005 = 0.024

From matrix (2), 0.298 + 0.290 = 0.588
Total = 0.612.

Therefore, the total environmental cost as per the IOA is
0.612 x US $ 120 million = US $ 73.4 million

Aquaculture (input-output approach)
From matrix (1), 0.110 + 0.037 = 0.147
From matrix (2), 6.647 + 0.997 = 7.644
Total = 7.791

Therefore, the total environmental cost as per the IOA is
7.791 x US $ 53 million = US $ 412.9 million.
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In comparison therefore,

The staggering ﬁgures should not dislodge the reader from the chain of thought of the
study, or to doubt the validity of the argument that shows how the environmental cost
augments when a complete analysis is carried out. What in essence is making the

difference is the ratio between the total output and the environmental cost. And this

ratio is what constitutes the interdependence among the sectors on one hand, and with

the ecological commodities on the other. Therefore, the final solution of the matrix,
that results in the ratio, is indicative of interdependence in its completeness. Not
using the IOA results in an incomplete environmental cost that overstates the final

NPV. The input-output analysis therefore reveals an integrated approach to quantify

environmental cost and damages in coastal development projects.

The usage of IOA also enables one to trace the erosion and pollution levels in a
systematic way by simply following the input-output analysis, and can thus help in
\:

better planning of the project.

Finally, once the interdependence among the sectors is established, the input-output

table gives the analysis a predictive characteristic. This is achieved by manipulation

of the input-output matrix. In the final calculation of the NPV, when the B, (benefits)
and the C, (infrastructure costs) components are known (calculated), then the
environmental cost component, Eco“, can be deduced to conclude the level of

environmental cost permissible so that the project will still pass the NPV test (where
NPV is greater than zero for a project to be approved).

With the maximum

pennissible environmental cost, the input-output matrix can be solved to conclude the
maximum total output of the particular sector that can be achieved while the NPV
stipulation is still maintained.
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4.9 Decision Framework For Input-Output Analysis

The reader, at this stage might be tempted to question whether every marine related
project that is planned on a coast needs to be put through an Input-Output Analysis.

There may be projects, that may be on a small scale and independent of any other

economic sector on the coast. It may be sufficient to do a conventional Cost-Benefit

Analysis. But how can it be decided beforehand, whether a project is a small impact

project or otherwise? The following methodology, using the questionnaire in the
following table, can be employed as a guideline to aid the decision maker:

Table 10

Rating criteria for decision framework for IOA

No. H V _
1.

A '.

VCriteria _ ~ .

_'-Thef
construction cost is US $50 million

Rating
I '

I

constructiohcostis betweenUS $ 25 —USS 50 million

construction
2.

3.

Medium

10

5

I

Low

0

The area affected by the project is > 20 hectares or more

High

10

area

cost’is < US $ 25 million

Score

Ii-ligh-

Medium

5

The area affected is < 10 hectares

affected by the project is between 10%:20 hectares

Low

0

An industrial-type project costing more than US 3 25 million

Yes

10

involved
4.

Qtherwise

No

0

“The large water-related construction project consists of one or

Yes

10

No

0

followingt.
..
disposal
ofdredged
spoil;
‘iviliandjireclamation;bank encroachment;

fmarshlaiid;j_destruction
of mangroveforest;

'
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5.

At least one of the materials is discharged into the coastal

Yes

10

marine environment‘:. 

‘oil;chemicals and hazardous material; sewage; garbage;
Otherwise; -

6.

_.

‘A

Zb

No

The building deterioration‘in. thevvicinity is aresult of air I

0

Yes

10

No

0

Yes

10

pollutantemission (sulphate, dust)"/I‘avisible health damage of
the workers in the "area as a result of air pollution from the

Project- 
Otherwise

7.

The coral reef beds in the areaiwill

impacted;

Nesting grofinds of rare species’of birds andanimals will be
impacted;

" I

Otherwise 7I H
. 8.

‘Z

No

jI

Indeﬁnite

’¥

High

100years

less than'50years
9.

10

Medium
'"

_

Low

"The construction of the project will be an impediment to the

’*

5
0

Yes

10

Yes

10

No 0

‘existing aesthetics ‘/recreationiamenities

10.

0

The expected lifetime ofthe project will be:

The ‘project will exceed the existing infrastructure capacity in

lii‘<5%ids,*%=1lWa?éiWatcrpsuébltande ¢r=*ri°i*Y;

I

I

Possible total scores for all combinations of various projects range from 0 to 100.

Within this range, following impact level of projects are defined:

Level I

Small-impact project

Scores

Level II :

Medium-impact project

Scores 30 - 59

Level III :

High-impact project

Scores 60 and above.
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0 - 29

A Level III project will deﬁnitely require an input-output analysis to quantify the

environmental damages, because a minimum of 60% (a score of 60 and above out of a
maximum of 100) of the answers from the above table would indicate potential for
large scale environmental damage. For a Level I project a direct cost-benefit analysis

may be sufficient because of its limited impact (less than 30% of answers point to
potential environmental damage).

A Level II project falls within these two

extremities and it becomes a contentious issue to state with certainty as to what type

of analysis will suffice.

It would depend upon the number of parameters being

affected - physical, economic, ethical, legal and political.

Finally, any quantification methodology, or an environmental impact study, is only an

aid, or a tool in the hands of the decision maker to be used judiciously. Unfortunately,
it does not guarantee that the decision maker will become sensitive enough to have a

concern for the environment, be it coastal or otherwise. For, when the decision maker
has an intention to care for the environment, the issue is taken beyond the present

generation for the benefits of

future generations.

And that, is a matter of

environmental ethics. But the important point is that there has to be a combination of

quantiﬁcation of environmental damages and ethical values to use the tool to
advantage, rather than treat it as a hindrance or a constraint. A complete reliance on

only one of them is impractical.

What constitutes environmental ethics with reference to coastal zones? How can a

quantitative analysis be incorporated into the ethics of coastal environmental decision
making? These are the type of questions that are addressed in the concluding pages.

Chapter 5
Ethics and Coastal Environmental Decision-Making

This is the concluding chapter of the study.

So far, the primary objective of

formulating a model for quantification of environmental damage on the coast, has
been dealt with. It may be possible that the quantification approach and the quantified

value is not sufficient for the decision maker to consider the environmental right of
future generations. For, the final decision is coated with morality and ethical values.

The reader should not sit back in shock, wondering where this philosophical

discussion ﬁts in with a decision making aide That is in fact the secondary objective

,of this study, which is dealt with in this chapter - amalgamation of a comprehensive
decision making tool with ethical values to help the decision maker feel responsible to
apply it.

5.1 Why Ethics?

In 1776 Adam Smith wrote the Wealth of Nations, wheie he delineates his theories of
capital accumulation, growth and change. His theories continue to be influential in
modem economics.

capital accumulation

Two hundred years later in 1976, it was not so much about

that was attracting attention, but different facets of

environmental degradation.

From Wealth of Nations to Health of Oceans’ - the

transition has been slow, but steady. Being inﬂuenced by the economic dictum of

proﬁt maximisation, the decision maker finds himself in a quagmire of quality
decision making with a view to protect the environment. How justified is it then to
expect him to start thinking “green” ovemight, when his policies are likely to be

entrenched by deep rooted economic principles and considerations? At the same time,

'Goldberg, Edward.D (1976), Health ofthe Oceans.
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it is rather naive to overlook the environmental issues in decision making and wait for

the evolution of “green" economics, when they could be incorporated into the process
naturally. Until such time, the decision maker has to rest on the pillars of ethical

values in order to feel responsible towards the environment. But what constitutes

environmental ethics and why?

Environmental ethics is a relatively new concept and is a topic of applied ethics which

examines the moral basis of environmental responsibilityz. Applied ethics, on the

other hand, is a branch of ethics which consists of the analysis of specific,
controversial moral issues}.

In recent years applied ethical issues have been

subdivided into convenient groups, of which environmental ethics is one of them. For
an issue to qualify as an applied ethical issue, first it should be a controversial issue

and second, it must be a distinctly moral issue.

Environmental issues are

controversial because one of the major problems is the failure of different groups to
listen to each other. It is moral because it deals with inter-generational equity. Thus,

the goal of environmental ethics is not only to convince us that there should be a
concern for the environment, but also to focus on the moral foundation of

environmental responsibility.

5.2 Environmental Ethics and Coastal Zone

Survival on the coasts has become an open question because of human produced
environmental degradation. The environmental quality has been stressed by human

population in many ways: by uncontrolled, unmitigated development activity and
careless waste disposal. Why has this been done?

In part, the answer to this question is that humans have been ignorant of the
interdependencies that occur on the coasts.

The interdependency is within the

conﬂicting interests as well as with the surrounding ecosystem. Human decisions are

ilibnz/Iironmental
Ethics, Internet Encyclopaedia of Philosophy (1997).
1
.
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at core of most actions affecting the coastal environment. For instance, decisions

dealing with:

What are the environmental impacts of coastal development? Does human action,
or inaction, pose a threat to the health of the coastal zone?

What level of damage is acceptable and what is the fair policy of distributing the

damages?
How can the aesthetic value of a coastal environment be balanced against the

ecological forces of development?
What actions should the state take to protect the coastal environment?

How can the coastal environment be protected while maintaining ecological
development?4

The need to make sound environmental decisions of this sort is extremely vital. The

decision maker needs a tool and knowledge to understand such decisions in their

complexity.

While decision making is a vital human activity, only recently has

decision science emerged as an academic ﬁeld of inquiry. Most decisions require a

wide range of knowledge. The complexities of coastal environmental problems are
especially noteworthy for the extraordinary range of inputs required to produce an

infonned decision.

For example, they involve physical, chemical, biological,

economic, ethical, legal and political factors. Omission of any of these factors is

likely to oversimplify the problem and render the decision process incomplete and
unrealistic.

Therefore, no academic discipline has a monopoly on coastal

environmental decision making; rather, the examination of such decisions requires an

integrated effort of judgement from many other fields. It requires multi-disciplinary
understanding. This is because, to some degree environmental decisions are simply a

special class of decisions. Their special nature is described below:

0 While decision problems elsewhere are complex, environmental decisions are
generally far more so.

To facilitate decision making, a problem needs to be

‘Cgthem,
an Ethics.Richard C. (1995), Handbook for Environmental Risk Decision Making; Values, Perception
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simpliﬁed to its essential elements.

simplified than others.

Environmental problems are less easily

Bad decisions can occur when the decision maker

oversimplifies the problem;

Since the coastal system is a system with inertia, decision actions today may not

immediately produce the desired results.

The system is a dynamic system

requiring an examination of the changes over time;
Environmental damages stimulate citizen involvement, and citizen involvement
results in political pressures that are not typical of other decision problems;

Environmental decisions challenge notions concerning utility function, of
economic analysis, that are purely from a development perspective.

This is

because environmental decision analysis requires dealing with utility to its fullest
extents.

The author feels that citizen involvement is the key to coastal environmental ethics.

iWith a majority of settlement and economic activities taking place on the coasts
around the world, a wide spectrum of interest groups are impacted by environmental

decisions and a unilateral decision can prove to be counterproductive.

In a democracy, public decisions are supposed to be acceptable to the people who will

be affected by them.

Sometimes, a great deal of time is spent trying to make

decisions about policy and management more legitimate and fair by extending the

boundaries of direct popular participation.

This is even more important from an

environmental perspective because significant parties are absent from the process.

Future generations present a compelling case with respect to this problem. Decisions
about environmental policy and management will clearly affect their welfare, yet

their counsel or consent cannot be sought.

Therefore, management and decision

making with respect to coastal zones should explicitly involve all stakeholders and

make their involvement a key part of the process. Without the continued involvement
of the humans who live on the coast, or those who earn a living from coastal

5Chechile R.A. & Carlisle, Susan (1991); Environmental Decision Making - A Multi-disciplinary
Perspective.

resources, no effort to achieve sustainability will succeed.

This entails a broad

management approach that constitutes the entire “whole”° of the coastal development.

To manage the “whole” requires a holistic management approach - an inclusion of

ethical values into the system of management. Brieﬂy;

Human values, along with economic and ecological objectives, should be explicitly
included in the goal that drives management decision making;

Management is directed towards the achievement of a collaborative goal, thus

ensuring popular participation in management decision making;
Management is forced to be ﬂexible, to accept the inevitability of constant change.

5.3 Why does coastal zone decision making fail?

While environmental stresses contribute to coastal degradation, management failure is

[often the result of complex interactions among the following sectors:

Conventional coastal management usually focuses on economic return, or on the

achievement of limited objectives over a short term, rather than on the

sustainability of the coastal ecosystem (“whole”);
People living on the coasts are not consulted in meaningful ways. Not only are

their personal desires for a sustainable community not incorporated into routine

management decision-making, their local knowledge of the coastal zone is often
ignored;

Time is not commonly viewed as a critical variable in management. Because the

recovery of biological processes following disturbance is largely a function of
time, time must be seen as an important variable for management;

Social class barriers may prevent meaningful communication between the
government and the agencies (parties) involved;

°Clark, John R. (1983); Coastal Ecosystem Management - A Technical Manual for the Conservation of
Coastal Zone Resources.
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0 At the national policy level, competition for coastal resources and attention among

diverse social needs may lower the priority for sound coastal zone management7.

Given how many different kinds of decisions there are and how many different groups
are involved, to presume there is any single “magic bullet” approach is perhaps naive.

An informed decision maker must face the daunting task of choosing among a set of
decision processes. Such an analysis compels one to assess the situation and then

select the process from the set of available choices.

Ecosystem-based managements becomes the natural choice, because it includes public
involvement, which, fonns the crucial link between the technical and social

components of the process of coastal management.
imponance of public value judgements.

It tacitly recognises the

Fortunately, the Vroom-Yetton model‘)

structures that task to a considerable extent. There can be different approaches to

decision making with public involvement. The Vroom-Yetton model is just one of
them and is described here as an example. The model involves seven questions that

are asked sequentially - in terms of public involvement and decision-making, and

allows the decision maker to identify when an autonomous decision should not be
taken;

Are there quality requirements such that one solution is likely to be more rational
than another?

Does the decision-maker have sufficient information prior to the beginning of the

decision-making process?
Is the problem structured such that alternative solutions are not likely to be

acceptable?

Is public acceptance of the decision critical to effective implementation?
0 If public acceptance is necessary, is that acceptance reasonably certain if the

decision-maker decides without public involvement?
Does the relevant public share the goals to be obtained in solving the problem?
7l(enchington R. & Crawford D. (1993); On the Meaning of Integration in Coastal Zone Management.
supranote 6.
°Bryman, Allan (1986); Leadership and Organisations.

l0l

0 Is conflict within the public likely to result from the preferred solution?

5.4 A possible decision making framework for coastal zone
5.4.1 Application of Vroom-Yetton model to coastal zone decision-making

Answering questions based on “typical” issues and parameters that arise and must be

dealt with by decision makers.

1. Are there quality requirements such that one solution is likely to be more rational

than other?

Yes. There are physical constraints with development of port, coastal tourism and

aquaculture that results in coastal degradation and pollution.

Consideration of

financial feasibility in relation to environmental costs is another case in point. Thus,

it is possible, and may be necessary, to be able to deﬁne some outcomes in ecosystem

based management as preferable to others.

2. Does the decision-maker have suﬂicient information prior to the beginning of the

decision-makingprocess?

No. It requires considerable knowledge of costs and benefits both in the short and

long-tenns.

Solution of the matrix forms only one part of it (though the most

important component). There is typically insufficient knowledge about public values
and interests before a coastal management decision process begins - hence the need
for social assessment.

3. Is the problem structured such that alternative solutions are not likely to be

acceptable?

Yes.

In practice it will depend on the situation at hand and the decision space

permitted by the national or local legislation (which has not been covered by the
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present study), for it refers to developing new alternatives. However, taking the worst

probable scenario, the affirmative option is chosen.

4. Is public acceptance of the decision critical to effectiveimplementation?

Yes. The number of economic and social interests on the coast ideally requires public

participation along with the governmental agency. Viewed against the environmental
damage, if the public has the tactics to appeal, litigate, legislate, publicise, then the

implementation can grind to a standstill if the process of development is not viewed as
acceptable.

5. If public acceptance is necessary, is that acceptance reasonably certain if the
decision-maker decides without public involvement?

No. Because it is generally impossible to meet everyone’s needs from a limited

coastal resource base. It is more likely that there will be dissatisfaction if the decision
is taken unilaterally.

6. Does the relevant public share the goals of sustainable development to be obtained
in solving the problem?

No.

Given the diverse and conflicting coastal resource uses, it is important to

desegregate the public opinion into specific groups - environmentalists, shipping
industry (companies, shippers), artisanal ﬁshermen, coastal tourism sector, and coastal
urban settlers. Despite the fact that there may be groups that share goals, the worst
probable option is chosen where they do not.

7. Is conﬂict within the public likely to result from the preferred solution?

What is the preferred solution? One is tempted to say that it is to go ahead with the

development process for immediate short-terrn benefits. But if the interested groups
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wield a lot of votes, then the whole issue of coastal management can become
politicised, resulting in conflict. Hence, the answer is Yes.

Different pennutations of answer to seven questions above can entail distinct
categories of decisions - ranging from unilateral to public decisions. The various
categories of decisions, that may evolve, are put forward in the index below;
Table 11
Decision options

the ﬁnal decision

with different groups - decision
of unilateral bias‘
b

as a

the decision

pubﬁc*5

What type of the above decision category would be appropriate for cases of coastal
zone development? By applying a decision tree to the “typical" coastal zone decision
situation, a path can be traced that suggests decision option “D" - Fig. 5, page 102.

Other paths that are indicated may suggest that different types of decision may be
appropriate in certain situations.

However, to be led to these decision types,

dissimilar answers to the Vroom-Yetton questions would need to be taken that
probably do not so often relate to the “typical” coastal zone decision making situation.
However, this approach is also not fool proof and is fraught with difficulties. It is just

one of the approaches that can help the process of decision making with the public
involvement. That is in essence the ethics of coastal environmental decision-making

and eventually help put policy fonnulation on a course of sustainability.
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Tracing the history, a moments reflection will indicate that it was crisis that spurred
the agricultural and industrial revolutions. It may now speed the third revolution - the

transition to sustainable development”. Perhaps, the best summary of this position is

in the motto of The Sierra Club' '.

Brieﬂy, The Sierra Club is a non-profit, member supported, public interest

organisation that promotes conservation of the natural environment by inﬂuencing
public policy decisions - legislative, administrative, legal and electoral. It is very

active in USA and Canada, especially in the Gulf of Maine region. Their motto:

NOT BLIND opposmozv

T0 PROGRESS,BUT opposmozv

T0 BLIND

moaxass”.

: Harrison, Paul (1992); The Third Revolution; Population, Environment and a Sustainable World.
'2The Sierra Club, Canada (l997); lntemet.
Meadows, Donella et.al (1974); The Limits to Growth.
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Appendix 1
Matrix algebra and solution of matrix for the study.

The ecological commodity input and output coefficients can be defined in the same

way as the technical coefficients (a brief outline of the technical coefficients is given

later) in the Leontief model; A = Z(X)". The crucial mathematical manipulation of
input-output analysis is done by using the Leontief Inverse i.e.(I-A)"; the one that
gives the system its predictive and planning potentialities.

Here, I is the Identity

Matrix (which has the same function of unity in algebra), and A is the matrix that

contains intersectoral flows as a function (ratio) of total output (for example, it is the

ratio of output of coastal tourism used as input for development of the port, to the total

output). Calculation of an inverse of a matrix involves the calculation of Determinant,

Minor, Cofactor and Transpose of the corresponding matrix. Therefore, when the
ecological commodity input and output coefficient matrix is multiplied by (I-A)"; the
result automatically gives ecological commodity. input and output as a function of
ﬁnal demand.

flgghnigal ggeffigients: In input-output work, a fundamental assumption is that the

interindustry flows from i to j - for a given period - depend upon total output of sector

j for that same period.

In input-output analysis, the nature of the interindustry

relationship is given by the ratio of Zij to X]; where the element Zil

is the flow of input from i to j and Xj is the total output of sector j. The coefficient is
denoted by ail-.Therefore,

(1)

aij = Zij / X)

A diagonal matrix is formed when the elements along the main diagonal have been
“strung out” and the remaining elements are zero. It is denoted by X (X “hat"). For
instance;

ifX=

x,
X2

then

X=

X10
0

X2
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When a diagonal matrix post multiplies another matrix, the jth element in the diagonal

matrix multiplies all ofthe elements in the jth column of the matrix on the left. For
example, let A denote the 2 x 2 matrix of technical coefficients of sectors 1 and 2, and

X the vector matrix of the output of sector 1 and 2, then,

A:

an

an andX = X,

321

322

AxX =

= X] 0

X2

0

all

312

XI

0

32;

322

0

X2

=

X2

allxl

al2x2

a2lXl

322X2

Another useful fact of the diagonal matrix is its inverse, where the elements along the

main diagonal are simply the reciprocal of the elements of the diagonal matrix. Thus;

ifX=X,

O

(x)" =

ox,

1/x,

o

0

1/x,

Its usefulness is shown below;

if Z is the matrix containing the interindustry ﬂows Zij and X the matrix showing the

outputs of the sectors, then;

Z(X)-I =

Z”
Z21

Z12
Z22

1/x.

o

o

1/x,

Z21/Xi

Z22/X2

which is nothing but the technical coefficients;

a.,

an

321

322

therefore, A = z_(x)"

Similarly, we can define the ecological commodity input coefficients as;

R = M(X)" —————

(2)
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where, the elements of R = [ rkj] specify the amount of commodity k required (land

and water) per dollar’s worth of output of industry j.

Furthennore,
Q = N'(X)'lT’

(3)

deﬁnes the ecological commodity output coefficients.

That is to say Q

= [qkj]

specifies the amount of commodity k generated (erosion and pollution) per dollar’s

worth of output of industry j. The symbol N’ denotes the transpose of matrix N
(matrix containing ecological commodity outputs). Transpose of a matrix is a matrix
formed by interchanging the rows and columns. This is done here to adhere to.the

confonnity requirement of multiplication of matrices which is, that the rows in the
matrix on the left must have the same number of elements as there are in the columns

of the matrix on the right. Other relevant terminology is explained below before

proceeding with the calculation of the matrix of this study.

A Determinant is associated with a square matrix (the matrix that has the same

number of rows and columns). There is no “general rule" for calculation, as the

methodology changes with the size of a matrix. Since, the matrix of this study is a
3x3 matrix, it is calculated in the following manner:

the first element of row one (which is also the first element of column one) is taken
and the remaining elements of row one and column are removed. The first element is

then multiplied by the difference between the cross multiplication of the remaining
elements after the first row and first column elements have been removed. The same

methodology is applied for elements two and three of row one, after changing the sign
alternately.

A Minor element of a matrix is the difference of cross multiplication of opposite
elements after the elements of entire row and column containing the Minor element
have been “strung out”.

A C.o_£agt_Q[
element of a matrix is the elements of the Minor matrix multiplied by
.+.

_

.

(-1)' ’ , where 1and _]are the number of row and column respectively.

ll6

Now solving the matrix ofthe table ofthis study;

A=z(x)"=

10 10 1
0.5
1

A =

25

o

1/41 0
x

0

0 1/50.5 0

0.2 2

0

0

1/32

0.244 0.198 0.122

0.012
0.495O 40.024

R=

17.7

1.8

0.9

5.3

0.5

0.3

0.004

0.244

X

1/41

0

0

1/50.5

0

0

.‘.R= 0.4320.0360.110
0.129

0.010

(4)
0
0
1/8.2

T

(5)

0.037

Similarly,
Q =

91.5

29.0

35.3

103.0

28.2

5.3

X

1/41

0

0

0

Q=

0

2.232 0.574 4.305
2.512

0.558

1 0

0.244

0

0

— 0.012

0

1

1/8.2

(6)

0.646

Now, calculating the inverse of (I-A);

(I-A) =

0

1/50.5 0

0.024

0.193
0.495

0.004

117

0.122
0

0.244

(I-A)

=

0.756 -0.198 -0.122

-0.0120.505 0
-0.024

-0.004

re

(7)

0.756

Detenninant of (I-A);
[M]

= 0.756[(0.505 x 0.756) - (0.004 x 0)] —(—0.193)[(-0.012x 0.756)
—(-0.024x0)] + (-0.0122)[(-0.012 x -0.004) —(-0.024 x 0.505)]

= 0.289 - 0.002 - 0.002

.'.[I-Al
=0.285.
{—-j

(8)

The Minor of the matrix is calculated by;

M=

0.382

-0.009

0.012

-0.1490.009-0.008m
0.062

0.001

(9)

0.379

Thus, the Cofactor of the matrix M is;

C =

0.382

0.009

0.012

0.149-0.009 0.008
0.062 -0.001

——j—?

0.379

And, the Transpose of the matrix C is;

BT=

0.332

0.149

0.062

0.009-0.009-0.001 j———(11)
0.012

0.003

0.379

The inverse of the matrix (I-A) is given by;
(I-A)" = BU II-A|

=

0.382
1/0.235 x

0.149

0.062

0.009 -0.009 -0.001

0.012

0.003

0.379

(10)

(I-A)"=

1.340 0.523 0.213

0.032-0.032-0.004 :——:(12)
0.042

0.023

1.330

Now, using R and Q as computed in matrix (5) and (6) respectively, the total impact

coefficients - that is, the ecological commodity input and output coefficients as a

function of final demands, can be written as;
D = R(I-A)" and,
1~:= Q(I-A)"; therefore,

D=

0.432 0.036
0.129

0.010

0.110

1.340

0.037

x

0.042

Port

C/'I‘ourism

l

1

0.523

0.218

0.032 - 0.032 -0.004
0.028

1.330

Aquaculture
1

.'.D= 0.611 0.019

0.170T

Land

0.1820.005 0.0574»

Water"'j—'(l3)

Similarly,
E=

2.232

0.574

4.305

2.512 0.558

0.646

X

1.340

0.042

Port

.'.E=

0.523

0.218

0.032 -0.032 -0.004
0.028

1.330

C/Tourism Aquaculture

3.156 0.298

6.647T’

3.552

0.997

0.290

er

119

Pollution

Erosion
_j_

(14)

